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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The aim of the study is to identify factors making higher-school graduates and workers of the 
creative knowledge sector seek a job and a place of residence in the Poznan metropolitan 
region (PMR). In particular, the study focuses on the relative importance of 'soft' location 
factors (such as the quality of space, attractiveness of the residential environment and meeting 
places, a tolerant atmosphere, the cultural heritage, a subjective feeling of security, and job 
satisfaction). It also offers a more detailed discussion of potential differences between (1) 
higher educated graduates versus workers, and (2) workers of creative industries versus those 
of knowledge intensive industries. The discussion is set in a spatial context (the city-suburban 
zone relationship, defining 'creative spaces' within the region studied).  

The report rests on a questionnaire survey embracing 200 people: 150 employees (75 from 
creative industries and 75 from knowledge intensive industries) and 50 graduates. Following 
the decision of the ACRE project coordination team, the employees of six sub-sectors were 
surveyed. These were (in parentheses the number of respondents, whose share is proportional 
to employment figures): 

1. within creative industries: 
- architecture (37),  
- ICT services, such as: computer games, software, electronic publishing (31), and 
- video, film, music and photography (7). 

2. within knowledge intensive industries: 
- law and business services (35), 
- R&D and higher education (27), and 
- finance (13). 

 

The respondents live in different areas of the Poznan metropolitan region, i.e. inner city (76), 
rest of the city (38), suburban towns (23), and other localities of the suburban zone (13). 

The number of graduates interviewed was defined on the basis of the total number of students 
graduating from higher schools by direction of study. The interviewees represent two groups 
of graduates: (1) university graduates (25 respondents, mostly from social science, economics, 
law, and computer science) and (2) art and media school graduates (25 respondents, of which 
17 graduated from architecture and 8 from arts). Since all higher schools of the Poznan 
metropolitan region are located in Poznan itself, the spatial scope of the survey is limited to 
the city. 

Most of the 200 people interviewed have higher education (84.5%). Their monthly incomes 
are much lower than West-European ones (half of them earns less than EUR 500 while only 
1.6% more than EUR 2,000). 31% of the respondents are self-employed. 
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The analysis of the survey results, determined by the structure of the questionnaire, leads to 
an assessment of the respondents' level of satisfaction with: 

- the city (in general), 
- the neighbourhood and living environment, and  
- the job and working environment. 

Special attention is paid to the mobility issue which, according to one of the ACRE project 
assumptions, strongly influences the process of accommodating creative knowledge in 
metropolitan regions. The empirical analysis has a similar general pattern: each issue opens 
with descriptive statistics and is followed by a cross-tabs analysis (which enables an 
assessment of the relative importance of location factors in the respondents' decision-making). 

The most important results of the analysis can be summarised as follows. 

1. The decision to settle down in the city is influenced mostly by such factors as: 
personal connections (earlier studies or family living in Poznan) and good 
employment opportunities.  

2. The overall rate of satisfaction with the city is correlated with both satisfaction with 
leisure activities and satisfaction with public services. There is also a statistically 
significant dependence between satisfaction with the city, on the one hand, and 
satisfaction with job security and overall job satisfaction, on the other. 

3. The city's biggest problem for both creative workers and knowledge workers is the 
availability of affordable housing. Another problem is the city's traffic. This problem 
can escalate in the future, given the increasing number of car owners (the car is the 
most popular means of transport). 

4. As regards satisfaction with neighbourhood and living conditions, most creative 
knowledge workers live in the very centre or just outside the city and are satisfied with 
their place of residence. It gives them a sense of security and meets their most 
essential needs in terms of basic services, as well as spatial preferences connected with 
proximity to work. In choosing a specific location, they pay the greatest attention to 
the cost and size of an apartment. Of equal importance are such 'soft' factors as the 
atmosphere of the neighbourhood and the quality of the environment.  
There are differences between creative and knowledge workers regarding the form of 
home ownership. Creative workers are more inclined to take advantage of flexible 
forms of ownership, i.e. rental. 

5. As far as job satisfaction is concerned, there are too clearly marked differences 
between creative and knowledge workers. The former are more satisfied with their 
jobs, in particular with their non-material aspects (e.g. they emphasise the role of a 
friendly environment). Their employment status is more flexible - they are more 
frequently employed for specific projects or on short-term contracts. 

6. Creative knowledge workers are very mobile (out of the 200 persons polled in the 
survey, 79.5% have changed residence). However, at present they seem to feel 
connected with the Poznan metropolitan region (only 12.2% are likely to leave it as 
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against almost 60% who plan to stay there). The analysis has revealed two patterns of 
mobility of the creative knowledge workers. In the case of creative workers, the 
decision to change residence is linked to a greater extent with a consumerist lifestyle, 
whereas knowledge workers are mainly motivated by the desire to develop their own 
personalities. This does not quite agree with R. Florida's assumptions. It seems that the 
underlying reason is differences in wealth: creative workers have higher incomes than 
knowledge workers.  

One part of our survey, entitled "Opinions about Poznan as a creative city", does not fit the 
general pattern of WP5 reports. It has been included in this report following the suggestions 
of Poznan's Local Partners, who are of the opinion that the data allowing international 
comparisons should be supplemented by very concrete information about the local context 
intended to enrich the picture of the city's creativity and, in particular, to support the 
recommendations for local policies (and this is one of the goals of the ACRE project). To 
carry out this task, the questionnaire was extended to include additional questions which 
allowed a comparison of Poznan with other metropolitan regions as well as the identification 
of the most creative people, activities/spheres of city life, places/areas, 
institutions/organisations, and events and happenings in the study area - naturally, all in the 
respondents' opinion. One of the additional questions was designed to elicit their opinions 
about the initiatives of the city's authorities and the demand of its residents for increasing the 
role of the creative knowledge sector in the PMR.  

This section of the analysis shows that there is still a need for improving the city's 
infrastructure and for creating modern spaces and activities, the deficit of which is a legacy of 
communism. What is thought to be most creative in the PMR are cultural initiatives 
(especially theatrical and musical), while media, design or ICT sectors are poorly perceived. 

The survey results obtained in the Poznan metropolitan region do not show essential 
differences in the assessment of its attractiveness between creative and knowledge workers: 
both groups regard 'production-' and consumption-related factors as significant. Especially 
important to them are personal and emotional considerations, such as family links, social 
contacts, and a previously formed attachment to the place (e.g. during university studies). 
This is connected with the predominant traditional, family-oriented model of life and with the 
perception of the city and region in terms that allow the respondents to implement this model. 
Some more pronounced differences can only be observed in the following types of behaviour: 

1. Creative workers spend their leisure time in more active and varied ways, and they 
take advantage of the city's cultural opportunities more frequently than knowledge 
workers (for example, they meet their friends, go to pubs, cinemas, theatres, museums 
and galleries more often). 

2. Creative workers have different residential preferences than knowledge workers. 
Moreover, their residential choices are less influenced by high housing prices and 
discontent with public infrastructure than in the case of knowledge workers. It is worth 
noting that these statements seem true due to 'hard' rather than 'soft' factors. Creative 
workers have higher incomes, which allows them a wider choice of places to live. 
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The development of the creative knowledge sector can be strengthened or weakened by 
national and urban policies. So far, less than full advantage has been taken of the possibilities 
of improving the competitiveness of the Poznan metropolitan region. There is no spatially and 
functionally cohesive policy whose objective would be the building of a creative sector in the 
city and its surroundings. Unfortunately, also the workers and graduates associated with this 
sector appear to have no considered opinion about ways or strategies of improving the city's 
competitiveness through policy intervention; they usually suggest better city's promotion, the 
improvement of its infrastructure, or an increase in expenditure on culture (in very general 
terms). This lack of ingenuity seems to be yet another hard-to-overcome legacy of 
communism, which tended to suppress any manifestation of creativity. That is why one of the 
most important tasks today is an effort to make the public aware of the significance of the 
creative knowledge sector for the process of the city's modernisation and development. The 
ACRE project fulfils this invaluable role on two accounts:  

- first, it supplies a substantial body of knowledge about the status of creative and 
knowledge intensive industries, and 

- secondly, it performs the function of some sort of 'yeast' initiating a wide discussion 
on this subject. 

An ally in the development of the creative knowledge sector in the PMR can be the 'creative 
underground' which manifests itself in the form of Internet portals. This is a symptom of 
virtual creativity. Internet forums have become an alternative to and competition for the 
official media, traditional cultural activities, meetings, discussions about the city authorities' 
activity and plans of development. They have also become an alternative to physical creative 
spaces. Irrespective of the number of its users, the Internet creates people and leaders whose 
influence on at least some circles will keep increasing. This phenomenon, neglected or 
overlooked in the ACRE research, should be taken into account in the further stages of the 
project. This aspect is especially important in countries where social confidence in official 
structures, programmes and policies is still very low, and where informal networks are 
sometimes more important than official policies. The discovery of the quite substantial sector 
of 'virtual creativity' has been a supplementary but, in the present author's opinion, very 
interesting finding of the survey. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Objective and outline of the report 

The objective of this report is to identify factors making higher-school graduates and workers 
of the creative knowledge sector seek a job and a place of residence at a specific location in 
the Poznan metropolitan region (PMR). In particular, the study focuses on the relative 
importance of 'soft' location factors (such as the quality of space, attractiveness of the 
residential environment and meeting places, a tolerant atmosphere, the cultural heritage, a 
subjective feeling of security, and job satisfaction). It also offers a more detailed discussion of 
potential differences between (1) higher educated graduates versus workers, and (2) workers 
of creative industries versus those of knowledge intensive industries. The discussion is set in a 
spatial context (analysing the city-suburb relationship and defining 'creative spaces' within the 
region studied). The report rests on a questionnaire survey embracing all the above-mentioned 
categories of respondents. The data from the survey research was analysed using the SPSS 
statistical package. The correlation tables built to accommodate them made it possible to 
determine, among other things, the relations between the above-mentioned groups of workers 
and their level of satisfaction with the place of residence as well as their mobility. The 
relations were established using Kendall's tau correlation coefficient significant at α > 0.05 
level. In this way an attempt has been made to identify 'soft' and 'hard' factors contributing to 
the attractiveness of the Poznan Metropolitan Region (PMR).  

The report consists of eight chapters. The present introductory remarks are followed by an 
outline of the survey methodology. The next three chapters attempt an assessment of the 
respondents' level of satisfaction with: 

- the city (in general), 
- the neighbourhood and living environment, and  
- the job and working environment. 

Chapter six is devoted to the mobility issue which, according to one of the ACRE project 
assumptions, strongly influences the process of accommodating creative knowledge in 
metropolitan regions. Each of the chapters, which present the empirical results of our 
investigations, has a similar structure. Each opens with descriptive statistics followed by the 
results of a cross-tabs analysis (which enables an assessment of the relative importance of 
location factors in the respondents' decision-making). 

Chapter seven entitled "Opinions about Poznan as a creative city" does not fit the general 
pattern of WP5 reports. It has been included in our report following the suggestions of 
Poznan's Local Partners, who were of the opinion that the data allowing international 
comparisons should be supplemented by very concrete information about the local context 
intended to enrich the picture of the city's creativity and, in particular, to support the 
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recommendations for local policies (and this is one of the goals of the ACRE project). 
To carry out this task, the questionnaire was extended to include additional questions (see the 
Appendix) which allowed a comparison of Poznan with other metropolitan regions as well as 
the identification of the most creative people, activities/spheres of city life, places/areas, 
institutions/organisations, and events and happenings in the study area - naturally, all in the 
respondents' opinion. One of the additional questions was designed to elicit their opinions 
about the initiatives of the city's authorities and the demand of its residents for increasing the 
role of the creative knowledge sector in the PMR; this could contribute to policy 
recommendations. 

The report closes with conclusions, including implications of the results for the 
competitiveness of the city and its region. 

 

1.2 Introduction to the Poznan metropolitan region (PMR) and its creative 
knowledge policy 

Poznan is one of the oldest, largest and fastest-growing cities in Poland, located in the west-
central part of the country on the Warta river, halfway between Warsaw and Berlin. It is the 
capital of the Wielkopolska (Greater Poland) region where the Polish statehood originated 
more than 1,000 years ago. With its 568,000 inhabitants (2005), Poznan is the fifth largest 
city in Poland (after Warsaw, Lodz, Cracow, and Wroclaw). The position of Poznan among 
other Polish cities in terms of selected characteristics (including those of the creative 
knowledge sector) is presented in Table 1. The population of the Poznan metropolitan region 
(PMR) is about 856,000. The spatial range of the region adopted in the ACRE project, apart 
from the city, coincides with the boundaries of the administrative unit called Poznan poviat 
(district). It corresponds to the NUTS 4 level and includes the adjacent towns and communes 
(gmina) (Figure 1.1). 

The position of Poznan in the European network of metropolitan regions is defined by the 
following features: 

1. In comparison with the biggest European cities, Poznan's metropolitan functions are not 
fully formed yet. 

2. Poznan's location halfway between Warsaw and Berlin puts the city under strong 
competitive pressure from those two capitals. 

3. The discontinuity of the city's development path and its inability to keep up with global 
processes under the communist system (like in other cities of the Eastern bloc) have 
serious implications for accommodating creative knowledge. 

4. In spite of all the above-mentioned reservations, Poznan is one of the most dynamic 
Polish cities, a leader in the process of social and economic transformation. It also has 
assets that can make it into a creative and knowledge-based metropolitan region. So far, 
this type of development path has been far from common in post-communist East-Central 
Europe. There are signs, however, that this unfavourable situation is gradually changing. 
Poznan provides many examples of this change. 
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Poznan is a city generally well perceived by the inhabitants of other regions of Poland, 
attractive to live and work in. Its milieu is a product of history, an urban layout with a historic 
centre and numerous architectural monuments, cultural institutions, higher schools, wedges of 
greenery, retail outlets, practically an absence of degraded areas, and finally order and 
cleanliness. The city's attractiveness is enhanced by its good location in terms of transport, a 
diversified economic structure, a low unemployment rate, a relatively low crime rate, and the 
feeling of safety in the place of residence (cf. Table 1.1). The cost of living, while rather high 
in the Polish conditions, is lower than in the other major cities, like Warsaw, Gdansk, Gdynia 
or Wroclaw. The costs of housing and municipal services are rather high too. According to 
Ziółkowski (2004), the Poznanians are perhaps less spontaneous and extroverted, but very 
reliable and hard-working. All this makes Poznan a place people are glad to live and work in, 
and glad to visit. It is also attractive to foreign investors, who have for years been siting their 
investments there, worth now a total of $4.5 billion (it is only in Warsaw that the total stock 
of foreign direct investment has outstripped that in Poznan). 

 
Table 1.1 - Poznan in comparison with other Polish cities (2005) 

 Poznan Gdansk Cracow Lodz Warsaw Wroclaw 

Population (in thous.) 567.9 458.1 756.6 767.6 1,697.6 635.9 
Natural increase (per 1,000 pop.) -0.01 -0.01 -0.80 -6.10 -1.47 -1.78 
Net migration (per 1,000 pop.) -4.58 -1.39 1.32 -2.44 4.68 -0.18 
Employment (per 1,000 pop.)* 271 174 277 143 537 231 
Economic entities (per 1,000 pop.) 158.6 128.5 137.5 124.6 176.8 145.3 
Mean wages (zlotys)** 2,807 3,155 2,533 2,299 3,488 2,528 
Per capita Gross Domestic Product (2003, in zlotys) 42,508 29,719 32,559 26,531 62,896 31,274 
Unemployment rate (per cent)  5.5 7.7 6.0 14.0 5.1 9.7 
Mean area of dwelling (m2) 63.2 57.6 55.9 52.6 56.0 59.8 
Number of higher schools 26 14 21 20 77 22 
College and university enrolment (per 10,000 pop.) 2,340.8 1,568.0 2,296.9 1,478.0 1,636.0 2,104.3 
Viewers in permanent cinemas (per 10,000 pop.) 3,560 2,639 2,706 1,251 3,377 2,131 
Offences (per 1,000 pop.) 25.4 27.9 27.6 22.5 23.7 26.6 
Car accidents (per 1,000 pop.) 8.41 5.81 8.93 11.8 4.26 4.44 
* private sector 
** 1 zloty ≈ 0.25 Euro (2005) 
Source: Statistical Office in Poznan 
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Figure 1.1 - Poznan metropolitan region - the research area 
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The Poznan scientific milieu is represented by higher schools, institutes of the Polish 
Academy of Sciences, and R&D institutions. Poznan is the third academic centre in Poland in 
terms of student enrolment, and the Poznan higher schools are among the best in the country 
(Adam Mickiewicz University has for years been ranked in the top three universities). 

Poznan's cultural facilities and institutions are widely appreciated. The Great Theatre belongs 
to the best opera stages in the country and co-operates with many operas abroad. Highly 
regarded are also the Poznan Philharmonic Orchestra and especially the Amadeus Chamber 
Orchestra of the Polish Radio and Television, which has performed successfully in Europe's 
most renowned concert halls. Highly successful, also in recording terms, has been the Arte dei 
Suonatori, one of the best Baroque orchestras in Europe. It concert projects organised under 
the banner of 'Old Music - Persona Grata' and involving several old music festivals (e.g. the 
Baroque violin music known as the Poznan Festival of Strings and Bows) have acquired a 
European dimension in their impact. 

Other factors contributing to the city's attractiveness include the exhibition and trade events 
organised under the logo of the Poznan International Fair as meeting places of producers, 
traders and buyers from all over the world. During the communist period, the Fairs were a 
Polish 'window to the world', and until today they have been a symbol of Poznan's openness, 
attracting not only commercial, but also cultural exhibitions and events. 

The city's attractions also include numerous green spaces: parks, woods, lakes (Malta, 
Strzeszyn, Rusalka, Kiekrz), and especially the Wielkopolski National Park with its excellent 
recreational facilities. 

The above assets, and others not listed here, make the city attractive to its residents, even 
though its suburban zone offers them more comfortable living conditions, as reflected in the 
city's net out-migration. 

At present, Poznan's share of the creative knowledge sector in total employment is the lowest 
among the 13 European metropolitan regions participating in the ACRE project (cf. Table 1 in 
the ACRE report 3). Still, the employment figures should be treated with caution owing to 
less-than-full compatibility of statistics in the different countries. Moreover, metropolises 
housing state capitals are generally characterised by a higher proportion of employment in the 
creative sectors (especially the media) than regions not performing national-capital functions. 

A detailed empirical analysis of the creative knowledge sector in the Poznan metropolitan 
region carried out under WP2 of the ACRE project shows that in 2005 there were 22,200 
entities of the discussed sector, or 17.6 per cent of all businesses in the region, whereas the 
employment figure was 94,260, or 17.5 per cent of total employment. Those firms show a 
high growth dynamics. In 2001-2005 their number increased by 45 per cent, which 
contributed substantially to the increase in the total number of economic entities over that 
period (two-thirds of the new businesses were those in the creative sector). Also employment 
dynamics was higher in the creative and knowledge-intensive industries than in the economy 
as a whole. Over the years 2001-2005 those industries increased their employment in the 
Poznan metropolitan region by 31.9 per cent as against a rise in total employment of 10.3 per 
cent, with the increase being higher in the suburban communes than in the city. The highest 
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dynamics was recorded in ICT services, in which employment grew by 137.3 per cent, 
followed by law and other business services - by 84.7 per cent. 

A characteristic structural feature is a huge number of small businesses (with under 10 
employees), which constitute 95.6 per cent of the total number of creative firms. Almost 75 
per cent of them are located within the city limits (mostly in the downtown and the densely 
populated areas around it). The highest concentration in the city is characteristic of 
publishing, R&D and higher education, whereas crafts are located mostly in the suburbs 
(which is largely determined by the cluster of traditional carpenters' handicraft in Swarzedz 
resembling to some extent the 'Third Italy' model - for details see Stryjakiewicz 2005).  

The existing creative knowledge policy as seen from the start of the transformation (1990) has 
been a reflection of stages in the development of the city, in the transformation of its 
substantive, economic and social spheres. In contrast to many Western cities, Poznan's 
problems resulted primarily from huge ownership changes, the necessity of devising new 
land, fiscal, spatial and other policies, the restructuring of the economy from the 
manufacturing sector to services, and catching up on technical and social infrastructure. All 
those processes are closely connected with the creation of a new economic base of the city 
and improving the quality of life of its inhabitants. This took place in a period of the rebirth of 
true local government and laying the foundations of civil society. Naturally, with this host of 
tasks to tackle, urban policy could not have been a consistent and long-term one, and its 
instruments have not always been up to the West European standards. This was also due to 
external factors, like defective and ever-changing legal rules, political fights at the central 
level, variability of the process of power decentralisation, etc. In the recent years, urban 
policy has been greatly affected by financial help coming from the European Union's pre-
accession and structural funds, whose chief beneficiaries are target-oriented projects, mainly 
involving an improvement of the urban infrastructure but, regrettably, neglecting 'soft' factors 
which might facilitate the development of the creative knowledge sector. 

Among the fundamental drawbacks of Poznan's urban policy over the last years one should 
mention: 

- a sectoral nature of measures taken to solve specified problems of the city's socio-
economic life (e.g. public transport, health care, public safety, environmental protection, 
support of entrepreneurship), 

- a multitude of strategic-planning documents defining similar objectives, but having no 
concrete instruments to implement them, 

- lack of a consistent growth policy integrating the city with its surrounding area, its 
prime evidence being the absence, to this day, of a widely accepted delimitation of the 
metropolitan region, and 

- a multitude of decision-making bodies in the city's sphere of influence (self-government 
authorities of communes, poviat authorities, and voivodeship authorities with their dual 
central-local government nature). 
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A consequence of the above limitations has been the lack of a spatially and functionally 
cohesive policy whose objective would be the building of a creative knowledge sector in the 
city and its region. A notable achievement in this field was the preparation in 2002 of a report 
on "Knowledge-based development of the city of Poznan" under the World Bank Competitive 
Funding Scheme. In the currently updated (2007) Study of the Conditions and Directions of 
the Spatial Development of Poznan City, it is assumed that the city is to perform the function 
of the chief administrative and service centre for western Poland as well as the centre of the 
Poznan metropolitan region. Special emphasis is put on its development as an academic and 
scientific-technological centre as well as host to sporting events, both domestic and 
international. Thus, it contains elements that can be subsumed under the heading of creative 
region development. Their implementation should determine the activity of the local 
authorities in the nearest future. They seem to ever better understand that the development of 
Poznan as a creative and knowledge-based city will decide its future competitiveness.  

 

1.3 Graduates and workers in the creative knowledge sector of the Poznan 
metropolitan region 

The respondents in the survey research were higher-school graduates and workers of the 
creative knowledge sector, which is taken as consisting of two sub-sectors: 

- creative industries including architecture, ICT services (software branch), video, film, 
music and photography; 

- knowledge intensive industries including law and business services, R&D and higher 
education, finance. 

In terms of employment (which provided the basis for sampling), the role of the latter in the 
Poznan metropolitan region is greater than the former. In particular, workers contributing 
substantial figures are those employed in Law and other business services (23,689) and R&D 
and higher education (18,310). By comparison, the Video, film, music and photography 
section (selected for the questionnaire survey under WP5) employs a mere 913 persons (2005 
data). Each of the knowledge intensive industries under study (i.e. Law and other business 
services, R&D and higher education, Financial intermediation) has more workers than 
Architecture with its highest employment figure among creative industries. This state of 
relative underdevelopment of creative industries - a legacy, among other things, of the 
communist period - has slowly started to change. This especially concerns ICT services, 
where the index of employment dynamics over the years 2001-2005 equalled 137.3. 

The underdevelopment of creative industries and the importance of creative workers are 
closely connected with the structure of graduates in both, the PMR and Poland. Those 
graduating from the Arts type of studies (with three-fourth of them leaving fine arts schools) 
constitute less than 1 per cent of the total number of graduates. In turn, Architecture graduates 
(usually from the Technical University) make up 1.8-2.0 per cent of the total. Women 
predominate among the Arts students and men among those of Architecture. The number of 
foreigners enrolled in both these types of study is less than 50 in Poland and only a few each 
year in Poznan.  
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Graduates that are a potential base of employment in knowledge intensive industries are in a 
better position, and the range of higher schools and courses offering this type of education is 
much wider. The greatest 'producer' of Law graduates is Adam Mickiewicz University (ca. 
5,000 each year). Computer science, in turn, can be studied at a variety of higher schools in 
Poznan (with the Technical University, Adam Mickiewicz University and the University of 
Economics as leaders). 

Just as the range of studies, also job opportunities are wider for knowledge workers than for 
creative workers. As has been mentioned, a characteristic feature of employment of the latter 
is a great number of small private businesses (e.g. architectural design offices), while the 
former are largely employed in public institutions (such as higher schools, R&D institutes) or 
bigger companies (including foreign ones, e.g. in consulting services). The situation of 
graduates of creative and knowledge intensive disciplines as well as creative and knowledge 
workers is presented in more detail in chapter 2.2. 
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2 METHODOLOGY 

2.1 Creation of the questionnaire 

The questionnaire was developed and led by members of the Dublin team (Declan Redmond, 
Brendan Williams, Niamh Moore, Martin Sokol, Veronica Crossa, Enda Murphy). The 
creation of the questionnaire entailed a number of different steps which involved 
collaboration both within the team as well as with members from the entire ACRE project. 
Below is an outline of the different steps followed in the formulation of the questionnaire, 
from its conception to the final version. 

2.1.1 Developing the questionnaire 

The objective of this particular section of the project and, more specifically, of the 
questionnaire, was to understand the drivers behind the decisions of higher educated 
graduates and workers in creative and knowledge-intensive industries to find a job at a 
specific location in the region. A second and interrelated objective was to explore the role that 
both 'hard' and 'soft' factors play in workers' and graduates' decision to live in a particular 
location in the region, as indicated in the guidelines and descriptions provided in the ACRE 
proposal. With these general objectives in mind, the questionnaire was divided into 4 
categories: 

Satisfaction with the city. One of the key arguments in the debate on knowledge and creative 
cities is that what are termed 'soft' factors are increasingly important in both the location 
decisions of firms/organisations as well as individual workers. In particular, it is argued that 
workers in the creative sector place a high value on what are termed 'soft' factors, by which is 
meant for example the atmosphere of a city or the variety of attractions and interests that are 
to be found there. The idea behind the creation of this section of the questionnaire was to find 
out how satisfied workers and graduates were with different aspects of the city. In developing 
this section, it was intended to achieve an overall evaluation of the city. 

Satisfaction with job and work environment. In the knowledge economy, and in particular 
in the creative economy, there is a suggestion that the work-life of the knowledge worker is 
more flexible, creative and interesting than other types of jobs. This sought to address issues 
of satisfaction with respect to the respondents' jobs and general work environment. 

Satisfaction with neighbourhood/area and dwelling. Although a person can be generally 
satisfied with the city in which they live, this satisfaction does not necessarily translate into 
other spheres of their life. Given that the neighbourhood in which people live is a central 
element to people’s satisfaction, the Dublin team, whose task was to work out the 
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questionnaire, thought it pertinent to address issues of neighbourhood and, more concretely, 
dwelling satisfaction. 

Background data. Background information is essential in any questionnaire, as it is what 
provides a basis for the analysis.  

The formulation of many of the questions required drawing from current research on, for 
example, life satisfaction and quality of life issues. Upon completion of this task, the Dublin 
team met to share/discuss the questions produced and think about possible omissions. 
Through a deliberative process, the team began by identifying and discarding overlapping 
questions. Once the overlaps were addressed, the challenge was to identify gaps in each 
section.  

The Dublin team piloted the questionnaire locally (a sample of 12) and made adjustments 
from the feedback. Once the pilot questionnaire was implemented, a number of problems 
were identified with the exiting draft. The post-doctoral researcher who conducted the pilot 
test shared the experience and addressed some of the existing problems of the questionnaire to 
the entire team. The team agreed that substantive revisions of some sections of the 
questionnaire had to be made and some questions had to be rephrased. As soon as the post-
pilot editing was completed, the team met once again and went through the entire 
questionnaire to make sure it was substantively, grammatically and linguistically precise.  

2.1.2 Distributing the draft questionnaire 

Upon completion of the first draft, the entire questionnaire was sent to the management team 
(Amsterdam). The questionnaire was then returned to the Dublin team with some minor 
comments and suggestions. Changes and edits were made accordingly. At this point, the 
questionnaire was ready for distribution with all the teams. During the project meeting in 
March 2007 (Sofia), the Dublin team gave a general introduction to the rationale behind the 
structure and logic of the questionnaire. In addition to the presentation, each of the 12 teams 
was given a copy of the first draft of the questionnaire. After the presentation, each team was 
given a space to discuss, suggest and provide constructive comments on the existing draft of 
the questionnaire. After this general ‘questions-answers’ session in the conference room, a 
consensus was reached over how to proceed with the existing structure of the questionnaire: 
each team was to provide comments and suggestions on how to change the questionnaire to fit 
the broad objectives of the research as well as to account for the particularities of their 
individual case study. The teams had just over one month to provide comments. 

2.1.3 Feedback and revision 

Once the agreed deadline was reached, the Dublin team met to discuss the received 
suggestions. Some of the suggestions were relatively straightforward and required minor 
editing. Other suggestions, however, required extensive thought and, in some cases, major 
substantive revisions. In the majority of cases, the suggestions and recommendations from the 
various teams were incorporated to the questionnaire. This, however, extended the size of the 
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questionnaire significantly (more than double the original size), and consequently a problem 
of size/length of time per interview emerged. After the recommendations were added to the 
questionnaire, a first draft was sent to the coordination team in Amsterdam. The questionnaire 
was then fully revised and significantly reduced in size, then approved by the coordinator and 
the coordination team.  

2.1.4 Posting online – extranet 

Once the coordination team fully revised the questionnaire, the Dublin team edited the 
questionnaire in accordance with the recommendations made and posted it on the extranet. 
This was done in May 2007. However, two months after the questionnaire had been posted, 
one of the teams noticed a potential minor problem with one of the questions (A2). The team 
raised the issue with the coordination team, who then asked the Dublin team to change the 
question in accordance with the suggestion made. Once this suggestion was incorporated, the 
new version of the questionnaire was posted online (extranet) in July, 2007. 

 

2.2 Sampling 

The aim of the sampling was to select respondents for a questionnaire survey in each of the 
metropolitan regions under investigation, including the Poznan metropolitan region (PMR). 
Following the decision of the ACRE project coordination team, six sub-sectors were 
surveyed. These are: 

1. Creative industries: 
- architecture,  
- ICT services (software branch), 
- video, film, music and photography; 

2. Knowledge intensive industries: 
- law and business services, 
- R&D and higher education, 
- finance. 

 

The analysis of the creative knowledge workers included the following target groups (Figure 
2.1). 
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Figure 2.1 - Target groups of the creative knowledge sector 
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The next chapters present the principles of selection of the respondents in each group of the 
creative knowledge workers in the Poznan metropolitan region and identifies the existing and 
potential difficulties.  

2.2.1 Employees in creative industries  

In 2001 there were 8,142 creative entities in the Poznan metropolitan region. They constituted 
7.7 per cent of all businesses in the region. By 2005 the figure grew to 11,216, i.e. by 37 per 
cent, while the proportion of the creative units increased to 9.3 per cent. The proportion of 
those firms was higher in the city than in the poviat, although the difference had narrowed 
over the study period. 

In 2005 the highest proportion of creative entities was contributed by architectural micro-
firms employing a staff of up to 10 (22.8 per cent, Table 2.1). They were largely located in 
Poznan (more than 80 per cent). The concentration of this type of activity in the city was due 
to a substantial upswing on the Poznan housing market in the years 2001-2005. The 
appearance of new housing estates and an expanding real-estate trade boosted the growth of 
firms connected with the building industry, including architectural ones. Among other 
establishments important for creative industries were also those engaged in arts/antiques 
trade. However, a detailed analysis revealed that most of them dealt with trade only, hence not 
all can be considered creative. A small group of creative entities in the sectors of music and 
the visual and performing arts (5.7 per cent) as well as video, film, music and photography 
(3.7 per cent) undoubtedly influences the city’s social development, but it is not strong 
enough to play a significant role in determining Poznan’s chief functions. 
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Table 2.1 - Creative firms in the Poznan metropolitan region in 2005 by sub-sector and  
spatial unit 
 (a) Number of firms    

Sub-sector Poznan city Poznan poviat PMR total 

Advertising 1,122 294 1,416 
Architecture 2,052 509 2,561 
Arts/antiques trade 1,688 669 2,357 
ICT services 1,513 390 1,903 
Crafts 535 879 1,414 
Music and the visual and performing arts 486 155 641 
Publishing 429 82 511 
Video, film, music and photography 317 96 413 
Total 8,142 3,074 11,216 

 
(b) Share of spatial units, in per cent    

Sub-sector Poznan city Poznan poviat PMR total 

Advertising 79.2 20.8 100.0 
Architecture 80.1 19.9 100.0 
Arts/antiques trade 71.6 28.4 100.0 
ICT services 79.5 20.5 100.0 
Crafts 37.8 62.2 100.0 
Music and the visual and performing arts 75.8 24.2 100.0 
Publishing 84.0 16.0 100.0 
Video, film, music and photography 76.8 23.2 100.0 
Total 72.6 27.4 100.0 

 
(c) Share of sub-sectors, in per cent    

Sub-sector Poznan city Poznan poviat PMR total 

Advertising 13.8 9.6 12.6 
Architecture 25.2 16.6 22.8 
Arts/antiques trade 20.7 21.8 21.0 
ICT services 18.6 12.7 17.0 
Crafts 6.6 28.6 12.6 
Music and the visual and performing arts 6.0 5.0 5.7 
Publishing 5.3 2.7 4.6 
Video, film, music and photography 3.9 3.1 3.7 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Source: Own calculations based on data provided by the Statistical Office in Poznan 
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Table 2.2 - Employment in creative industries in the Poznan metropolitan region by sub-sector and 
spatial unit in 2001 and 2005 
(a) Number of employees        

Sub-sector Poznan city Poznan poviat PMR total 

 2001 2005 2001 2005 2001 2005 
Advertising 2,506 3,511 394 460 2,900 3,971 
Architecture 5,484 5,487 475 776 5,959 6,263 
Arts/antiques trade 4,603 5,686 1,515 2,117 6,118 7,803 
ICT services 1,958 4,595 262 673 2,220 5,268 
Crafts 3,110 3,868 4,665 5,092 7,775 8,960 
Music and the visual and performing arts 3,540 3,814 742 929 4,282 4,743 
Publishing 2,195 2,466 140 178 2,335 2,644 
Video, film, music and photography 684 749 135 164 819 913 
Total  24,080 30,176 8,328 10,389 32,408 40,565 

 

(b) Share of total employment, in per cent      

Sub-sector Poznan city Poznan poviat PMR total 

 2001 2005 2001 2005 2001 2005 
Advertising 0.7 0.9 0.4 0.3 0.6 0.7 
Architecture 1.5 1.4 0.4 0.6 1.2 1.2 
Arts/antiques trade 1.2 1.4 1.3 1.6 1.3 1.5 
ICT services 0.5 1.1 0.2 0.5 0.5 1.0 
Crafts 0.8 1.0 4.1 3.8 1.6 1.7 
Music and the visual and performing arts 1.0 0.9 0.7 0.7 0.9 0.9 
Publishing 0.6 0.6 0.1 0.1 0.5 0.5 
Video, film, music and photography 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 
Total 6.5 7.5 7.4 7.8 6.7 7.6 

 

(c) Change 2001-2005, in per cent        

Sub-sector Poznan city Poznan poviat PMR total 

Advertising 40.1 16.8 36.9 
Architecture 0.1 63.4 5.1 
Arts/antiques trade 23.5 39.7 27.5 
ICT services 134.7 156.9 137.3 
Crafts 24.4 9.2 15.2 
Music and the visual and performing arts 7.7 25.2 10.8 
Publishing 12.3 27.1 13.2 
Video, film, music and photography 9.5 21.5 11.5 
Source: Own calculations based on data provided by the Statistical Office in Poznan 
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In the years 2001-2005, the growth in the number of firms of creative industries in the PMR 
was accompanied by an increase in their employment by more than 25 per cent (from 32,408 
in 2001 to 40,565 in 2005; Table 2.2). The most dynamic growth in terms of employment – 
137 per cent – was registered in ICT services as a result of the high rate of informatisation of 
PMR inhabitants. This seems to be the beginning of the future direction of development of the 
region’s economy; an economy based on free information exchange owing to the use of ICT.  

In a spatial approach, the dominant role in the development of the creative sector was played 
by Poznan city, which accounted for the largest number of creative workers (30,176 
employees). A substantial proportion of them were employed in handicraft micro-firms (25 
per cent), this time mostly located in Poznan poviat (more than 30 per cent), mainly in the 
town of Swarzedz with its furniture handicraft. The group of people working in the video, 
film, music and photography sector was not big enough to develop Poznan’s cultural 
functions in such a way as to allow the city to compete with the chief centres of artistic life in 
Poland, like Warsaw or Cracow.  

2.2.2 Employees in knowledge intensive industries 

In 2001 there were 8,376 knowledge intensive entities in the Poznan metropolitan region. 
They constituted 1.7 per cent of all businesses in the region. By 2005 the figure grew to 
11,024 and the proportion of the knowledge intensive units increased to 2.4 per cent of all 
businesses. It shows this group of entities to have a higher growth dynamics (32 per cent) than 
creative firms (25 per cent) over the same period. In spatial terms, there was a striking 
similarity in location preferences of the two sectors: both tended to locate in Poznan city.  

In 2005 the largest group among knowledge intensive firms were micro-units belonging to the 
sectors of Law and other business services (6,394) and Financial intermediation (3,951; Table 
2.3). Those businesses were mostly located in Poznan. Their operation was associated with 
the many public administration offices and financial institutions based in the city. The 
smallest group among knowledge intensive industries was composed of entities of the R&D 
and higher education sector (186), and ICT manufacturing (493). However, the number of 
economic entities does not fully reflect the role of those sectors in the PMR; of greater 
significance is their employment. 
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Table 2.3 - Knowledge intensive firms in the Poznan metropolitan region in 2005 by  
sub-sector and spatial unit 
(a) Number of firms    

Sub-sector Poznan city Poznan poviat PMR total 

Financial intermediation 3,020 931 3,951 
ICT manufacturing 398 95 493 
Law and other business services 4,835 1,559 6,394 
R&D and higher education 156 30 186 
Total 8,409 2,615 11,024 

 
    
(b) Share of spatial units, in per cent    

Sub-sector Poznan city Poznan poviat PMR total 

Financial intermediation 76.4 23.6 100.0 
ICT manufacturing 80.7 19.3 100.0 
Law and other business services 75.6 24.4 100.0 
R&D and higher education 83.9 16.1 100.0 
Total 76.28 23.72 100.0 

 
    
(c) Share of knowledge intensive sub-sectors, in per cent   

Sub-sector Poznan city Poznan poviat PMR total 

Financial intermediation 35.9 35.6 35.8 
ICT manufacturing 4.7 3.6 4.5 
Law and other business services 57.5 59.6 58.0 
R&D and higher education 1.9 1.1 1.7 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Source: Own calculations based on data provided by the Statistical Office in Poznan 

 

In the years 2001-2005 the increase in the number of knowledge intensive entities was 
accompanied by a rise in their employment (39,072 and 53,695 respectively; Table 2.4). The 
highest employment in 2005 was recorded in the sectors of Law and other business services, 
and R&D and higher education. The high employment in the latter section is due to the fact 
that there are many higher schools and R&D units based in Poznan. The large group of 
scholars and scientists working in them determine the nature and principal functions of the 
city. 
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Table 2.4 - Employment in knowledge intensive sectors in the Poznan metropolitan region by sub-
sector and spatial unit in 2001 and 2005 
(a) Number of employees        

Sub-sector Poznan city Poznan poviat PMR total 

  2001 2005 2001 2005 2001 2005 
Financial intermediation 7,176 7,733 1,013 1,270 8,189 9,003 
ICT manufacturing 3,026 2,090 301 603 3,327 2,693 
Law and other business services 11,456 20,534 1,373 3,155 12,829 23,689 
R&D and higher education 14,552 18,125 175 185 14,727 18,310 
Total 36,210 48,482 2,862 5,213 39,072 53,695 

 
(b) Share of total employment, in per cent     

Sub-sector Poznan city Poznan poviat PMR total 

  2001 2005 2001 2005 2001 2005 
Financial intermediation 1.9 1.9 0.9 1.0 1.7 1.7 
ICT manufacturing 0.8 0.5 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.5 
Law and other business services 3.1 5.1 1.2 2.4 2.6 4.4 
R&D and higher education 3.9 4.5 0.2 0.1 3.0 3.4 
Total 9.7 12.1 2.5 3.9 8.1 10.0 

 
(c) Change 2001-2005, in per cent      

Sub-sector Poznan city Poznan poviat PMR total 

Financial intermediation 7.8 25.4 9.9 
ICT manufacturing -30.9 100.3 -19.1 
Law and other business services 79.2 129.8 84.7 
R&D and higher education 24.6 5.7 24.3 
Total 33.9 82.1 37.4 
Source: Own calculations based on data provided by the Statistical Office in Poznan 

 
In 2005 the knowledge intensive industries with the lowest employment levels in the PMR 
included ICT manufacturing and Financial intermediation (2,693 and 9,003 workers, 
respectively). Moreover, the sector of ICT manufacturing registered a drop. This concerned 
the core city and resulted from structural changes of enterprises. For instance, Alcatel-Teletra, 
which had a staff of more than 250 in 2001, had moved its headquarters to Warsaw and cut 
employment down to about 50 people, which was a serious reduction affecting the statistics.  

2.2.3 Graduates  

In 2005 a total of 391,500 students graduated from higher schools in Poland, including 
129,200 from non-public schools. Master's studies were completed by 211,900 graduates (i.e. 
54.6 per cent of the total), and vocational studies by 177,800 graduates (45.4 per cent), 
including 33,100 with an engineering degree and 144,700 with a licentiate. 
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Table 2.5 - Higher school graduates in Poland in 2005 by direction of study and type of school 
(a) By direction of study     

Direction Graduates 
 Number % of which aliens 

    Number % graduates 

Social science, economics and law 227,930 58.3 627 0.3 

Engineering and computer science 42,355 10.8 73 0.2 

Arts and humanities 30,956 7.9 300 1.0 

Services, transport, environment 20,059 5.1 35 0.2 

Medicine 12,935 3.3 242 1.9 

Science 11,434 2.9 13 0.1 

Other 45,534 11.6 36 0.1 

Total 391,203 100.0 1,326 0.3 

 
(b) By type of school     

Type of school Graduates 
 Number % of which aliens 

   Number % graduates 

Universities 116,811 29.8 629 0.5 

Economic  94,867 24.2 215 0.2 

Technical  56,298 14.4 93 0.2 

Agricultural  18,376 4.7 66 0.4 

Medical  7,759 2.0 183 2.4 

Fine Arts  2,671 0.7 26 1.0 

Other schools of higher learning 94,683 24.2 114 0.1 

Total 391,465 100.0 1,326 0.3 

Source: Own calculations based on "Higher schools and their finance in 2005", GUS, Warszawa 2006 

 
When analysing the graduates by type of school, worth noting is the fact that the biggest 
group studied at universities - 29.8 per cent. A further 24.2 per cent graduated from economic 
schools and 14.4 per cent from technical schools. Graduates of arts schools constituted 0.7 per 
cent (Table 2.5). 

As to the Arts type of studies, the number of their graduates in 2005 was 3,236, or 0.8 per 
cent of the total. The largest proportion among them, 73.4 per cent, graduated from fine arts 
schools (Table 2.6). Architecture was studied by 7,328 graduates, or 1.9 per cent. Most of 
them, 73.8 per cent, graduated from technical schools. 

The third-ranking academic centre in Poland after Warsaw and Cracow, Poznan recorded an 
unparalleled growth in student enrolment over the years 1981-2005. The figure peaked in 
2003 at 138,785 (Figure 2.2). The expanding group of young, studying people gave the city a 
specific atmosphere and modified its image, making it more open to cultural diversity. 
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Table 2.6 - Graduates of fine arts and architecture in Poland, 2005 
Type of school Direction of studies 

 Arts Architecture 

 Number % of which 
number of 

aliens 

Number % of which 
number of 

aliens 
Fine arts  2,376 73.4 24 0 0.0 0 

Universities 724 22.4 8 756 10.3 0 

Technical  74 2.3 0 5,409 73.8 14 

Economic  62 1.9 0 374 5.1 1 

Agricultural  0 0.0 0 652 8.9 0 

Other schools of higher learning 0 0.0 0 137 1.9 0 

Total 3,236 100.0 32 7,328 100.0 15 

Source: Own calculations based on "Higher schools and their finance in 2005", GUS, Warszawa 2006 

 

Figure 2.2 - Increase in the number of students in Poznan in 1981-2005  
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Source: Gaczek, Kaczmarek, Marcinowicz (2006) on the basis of the Statistical Yearbooks of Poznan 
Voivodeship, 1982-1999 and 2000-2005; Regional Database, Central Statistical Office 
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In 2005 there were 29,468 graduates in Poznan, 65.4 per cent of them female. The largest 
proportion, 35.6 per cent, left economic schools (of which 37.6 per cent studied at the 
University of Economics). Female graduates of economic schools contributed 68.9 per cent. 
The proportion of Adam Mickiewicz University graduates was 30.1 per cent (74.4 per cent of 
them being female), of the Poznan Technical University - 11.1 per cent (24.7 per cent 
females), the Agricultural University - 7.8 per cent (58.0 per cent females), and the Medical 
University - 3.8 per cent (84.6 per cent females). The percentage of those who completed arts 
schools was 1.5 (64.5 per cent females), nearly half of whom were graduates of the region's 
largest arts school. 

 
Table 2.7 - Higher school graduates in Poznan in 2005 by direction of study  

Graduates Direction 
Number % 

Social science, economics and law 12,465 53.5 
Engineering and computer science 2,369 10.2 
Arts and humanities 1,878 8.1 
Services, transport, environment 1,921 8.2 
Medical 1,274 5.5 
Science 958 4.1 
Other 2,450 10.5 
Total 23,315 100.0 
Source: Own calculations based on data from Poznan City Hall, 2006 

 
In 2005 the structure of Poznan graduates by type of study did not differ from that in Poland 
at large. Expectations of good jobs awaiting especially those with legal and economic 
education made graduates of Social science, economics and law a dominant group accounting 
for more than a half of all the graduates (Table 2.7). In turn, Science graduates formed the 
smallest group. 

2.2.4 Selection of respondents from creative and knowledge industries 

Chapters 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 characterised the creative knowledge sector in the PMR as divided 
into (1) creative industries and (2) knowledge intensive industries. This helped to establish 
which of them were the largest in terms of number of entities and employment. 

The survey research methodology adopted in the ACRE project assumes the choice of the 
same employment-strong creative sectors by all the project participants. In the case of the 
PMR, the sectors listed in the project methodology were not always those with the highest 
employment, which is largely due to the generally lower level of socio-economic 
development in the metropolises of the new EU members. Still, the tendencies observed in 
some of the PMR sectors selected for the project seem to indicate that in the future they, too, 
are going to perform a dominant role in the region (e.g. the high growth dynamics of 
employment in ICT services). Therefore, also the newcomers are justified in including them 
in the survey. 
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Table 2.8 - Selection of interviewees by sector and spatial distribution 
Spatial distribution of interviewees Group Sector Employees Inter-

viewees Inner 
city 

Rest of 
city 

Suburban 
sub-centres 

Other localities 
of suburban 

region 
Architecture 
 

6,263 37 19 9 6 3 

ICT services* 
 

5,268 31 16 9 4 3 

Creative 
industries 

Video, film, music 
and photography 

913 7 2 2 2 1 

Law and other 
business services 

23,689 35 18 9 5 3 

R&D and higher 
education 

18,310 27 14 7 4 2 

Knowledge 
intensive 
industries 

Financial 
intermediation 

9,003 13 7 3 2 1 

*Interviewees will be selected from the software branch only (a part of ICT services) 
Source: Own calculations 

 
In Table 2.8 the number of respondents in each sector is identified by its size (employment) 
and location. Since there were spatial differences in the number of employees among the 
selected sectors, the survey also reflects them. 

2.2.5 Selection of respondents from among graduates 

The number of graduates to be interviewed was defined on the basis of the total number of 
students graduating from higher schools by direction of study (Table 2.9). The respondents 
represented two groups: 1) university graduates and 2) art and media school graduates. 
Because the ACRE project methodology excludes medical studies, their graduates were not 
taken into account. Since all higher schools of the Poznan metropolitan region are situated in 
Poznan itself, the spatial scope of the survey was limited to the city. The choice of the 
interviewees was based on the data supplied by Graduate Clubs operating in the individual 
schools and, wherever possible, lists of graduates of the various university faculties.  
 
Table 2.9 - Selection of graduate interviewees  
University graduates (25 respondents)  

Direction Respondents 
Social science, economics and law 15 
Engineering and computer science 3 
Arts and humanities 2 
Services, transport, environment 1 
Science 1 
Other 3 
Total 25 
 
Art/media school graduates (25 respondents)  

Direction Respondents 
Arts 8 
Architecture 17 
Total 25 
Source: Own calculations 
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2.3 Application of the questionnaire  

As part of the project, the Poznan research team conducted a survey which offered a number 
of insights into the 'hard' and 'soft' factors affecting the quality of life in the Poznan 
metropolitan region. Because of the wide variety of tasks involved in the study of the role of 
'soft' factors in the development of the creative sector in the PMR, the Poznan ACRE team 
had to employ a few fieldworkers. Being familiar with the creative knowledge workers 
community, they reached the selected group of 200 respondents and elicited answers to the 
survey questions. While performing that task, the fieldworkers encountered a number of 
obstacles which quite often precluded getting exhaustive answers to the questions from the 
survey or delayed the conduct of the survey itself. Their experiences are described in this 
chapter and can be of help in any similar future projects.  

The survey rested on a list of 15,410 economic entities belonging to the creative knowledge 
industry. The list was compiled thanks to the REGON (the Polish business registration 
number) database in the Poznan Statistical Office, and included information about the 
company’s sector of activity, its address and phone number.  

The first step in the series of survey actions was to choose a company from the list. The 
company had to meet two criteria specified in the project, i.e. it had to belong to a specified 
sector of creative knowledge and to be located in the PMR. Next the pollers tried to reach the 
company's employees by phone. When such endeavours failed, they sought another firm 
meeting the same criteria. 

Once phone contact had been established, a company representative was appointed to answer 
the survey questions and the way in which he or she would do it was established. At that 
stage, the pollers were often refused direct contact with the employee. Instead, it was 
suggested that they should send the questionnaire by e-mail, pledging to send back the 
completed form by a specified date.  

The initial reaction of the creative knowledge workers to the questionnaire was a request for 
the pollers to spell out the general objective of the survey and to explain the notion of 
creativity. The respondents with higher education showed understanding of the research. By 
answering the questions, they could expound their views on the quality of life in the PMR. 
They demonstrated an interest in the results of the survey and hoped that such projects would 
prove helpful in designing strategies aimed at the development of the city, as a result of which 
the living conditions in the PMR could be improved.  

The respondents answered the questions about the quality of life in Poznan freely, but were 
very mistrustful of those about job satisfaction or the level of earnings, which they found 
overly 'personal'. In numerous cases it was impossible to elicit answers to these questions. It 
should be stressed that the interviewees were rather reluctant to answer open questions (e.g., 
A27, A28, A291). They often misunderstood the questions about the mobility of creative 
knowledge workers (A3, A11, A12). What proved helpful then was a hint offered by the 
poller. The respondents also complained about the amount of time they had to take to 
                                                 
1 Symbols A27, A3, etc. represent question numbers in the questionnaire (see the appendix). 
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complete the questionnaire, which in most cases exceeded 20 minutes. As a result, in the 
comments section some of the interviewees made suggestions to reduce the size of the 
questionnaire and rephrase its questions.  
 

2.4 Description of the sample  

With a population of 856,000, the Poznan Metropolitan Region is one of the largest areas of 
this kind in Poland. Although densely populated, it is ethnically homogeneous (with only 
0.2% of foreigners). However, it displays variation in terms of other demographic features. 
This applies to both, the population at large and PMR workers, as confirmed by the survey 
studies conducted among the creative knowledge workers.  

The survey embraced 200 people, who constituted 0.5% of all creative knowledge workers 
(94,000) living in the area in question. The study, based on the survey questionnaire, was 
helpful in determining not only the personal features of the respondents connected with their 
gender, age, place of origin and education, but also the size and quality of life in their 
households.  

2.4.1 Demographic structure of the sample  

The majority of the creative knowledge workers who answered the survey questions were 
men (55%). This imbalance, though it results from a random selection of the sample, reflects 
male dominance in the gender structure of all PMR employees (53% of men and 47% of 
women). Nevertheless, this structure does not reflect another statistic which refers to all PMR 
residents: in this region, women (at 451,059) outnumber men (at 404,841; Stryjakiewicz et al. 
2007).  

Creativity potential develops best in young minds, which are open to new and non-standard 
solutions and ready to go off the beaten track. Most of the creative knowledge workers 
surveyed (53%) were young and belonged to the 25-34 age range. Their mean age was 32.7, 
almost 10 years lower than that of the average employed PMR resident (42 years).  

Not surprisingly, an overwhelming majority of the creative knowledge workers polled were 
people with higher education (84.5%; Table 2.10). It is therefore difficult to compare the 
education structure of this group with that of all workers in the PMR: it will depart markedly 
from the average rates for PMR employees at large.  

 
Table 2.10 - Education structure of the creative knowledge workers polled 

Level of education Frequency Per cent 

Higher 169 84.5 
Secondary 29 14.5 
Vocational 2 1.0 
Total 200 100.0 

Source: Survey research 
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The PMR’s appeal draws many people from other parts of the province of Wielkopolska and 
Poland and makes them stay here for good. Of all the surveyed people, only slightly more 
than a half were born in Poznan (106 respondents). It should be noted, however, that the PMR 
attracts creative knowledge workers from medium-sized towns from outside Wielkopolska. 
Those who come from metropolitan regions larger than Poznan constitute a small group. To 
illustrate this tendency, the surveyed group included one person from Warsaw, one from 
Lodz, two from Cracow, one from Wroclaw, one from Gdansk, and one from Szczecin.  

Despite its strong position among other Polish metropolitan regions, the PMR does not play a 
significant role in Europe. Therefore, it is not a popular settlement destination for a greater 
number of creative knowledge workers from abroad. The surveyed group included only two 
people born in other countries (Canada and Jordan). As a result of Poland’s accession to the 
European Union in 2004 and the advancing integration process, migration is on the increase. 
Thanks to its convenient location en route between Berlin and Warsaw, it seems that Poznan’s 
standing will grow, both in Poland and in other EU states. It is bound to draw more interest on 
the part of creative knowledge workers from other countries.  

2.4.2 Basic residential and employment features  

The conducted survey helped to obtain basic information about the kind and size of 
households and the employment profile of creative knowledge workers. This information is a 
starting point for further analysis of the role that 'soft' and 'hard' factors play (for creative 
knowledge workers) in raising the attractiveness of the PMR.  

The creative knowledge workers polled are generally committed to the traditional family 
model, which consists of a mother, a father and children (Table 2.11). In the majority of 
cases, these are married couples with one child - nuclear family units. Such families do not 
guarantee population growth in the PMR. However, considering the age and income level of 
the investigated group (Table 2.12), these couples can be hoped to have more children in the 
future. This will have a positive impact on the personality of offspring developing in families 
with more than one child and will contribute to a higher population potential of the PMR.  

 
Table 2.11 - Household structure of the creative knowledge workers polled 

Type of household Frequency Per cent 

One person 37 19.1 
Husband & wife/cohabiting 41 21.1 
Husband & wife (or cohabiting couple) with children 67 34.5 
Lone father/mother and child 5 2.6 
Husband & wife (or cohabiting couple) and other persons 8 4.1 
Husband & wife (or cohabiting couple) & children & others 6 3.1 
Two family units 3 1.5 
Non-family household with related or non-related persons 22 11.3 
Other 5 2.6 
Total 194 100.0 
Source: Survey research 
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Table 2.12 - Monthly income of the creative knowledge workers polled 

Monthly income (Euro) Frequency Per cent 

Less than 500 94 49.5 
500-999 52 27.4 
1000-1999 16 8.4 
2000-2999 3 1.6 
Don't know/refuse 25 13.2 
Total 190 100.0 
Source: Survey research 

 
Table 2.13 - Employment status of the creative knowledge workers polled 

Employment status Frequency Per cent 

Employed 126 64.9 
Self employed/freelance 60 30.9 

Both 8 4.1 
Total 194 100.0 
Source: Survey research 

 
The surveyed group of creative knowledge workers is dominated by employees whose 
earnings after taxation average less than 500 euros. These earnings are dependent on the 
position held and the type of employment. The largest group among the surveyed workers are 
specialists. They are mostly employed in research entities and service companies. Most of the 
creative knowledge workers have fixed-term contracts of employment (Table 2.13).  
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3 SATISFACTION WITH THE CITY 

3.1 Descriptive statistics 

In the present chapter an analysis will be made of the responses of a group of higher educated 
graduates and workers in creative and knowledge intensive industries to questions concerning 
the chief aspects of city life. 

The majority of those polled, 60.0% have been living in Poznan for at least 10 years, and a 
mere 3.0% for not more than one year. 63.5% come from outside Poznan, with 26.4% who 
had lived in another city, but still in Wielkopolska voivodeship, before they moved to Poznan, 
and 37.1% who had lived in a different region. It follows from the responses presented in Fig. 
3.1 that for more than one-fourth (26.8%) of the respondents the decision to move to Poznan 
was not prompted by employment in the city, while for 22.7% it was the job that made them 
live in Poznan. 8.3% of the respondents moved to Poznan because of their partners. 

 
Figure 3.1 - Statements about moving to the city 
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Source: Survey research 

3.1.1 Reasons for living in Poznan 

To understand what motivated the respondents to move to Poznan, they were asked to 
indicate four most important reasons of living in the city on a scale of 1 to 4, with 1 being the 
most important and 4 the least important reason (Table 3.1). The most frequent responses 
were those from the group of personal connections. The most popular factor (59.0% of 
responses) was studies in the city, which means that a lot of people who had come to the city 
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to study found it a place to live and settled there after graduation. This factor was ranked 1 by 
the greatest proportion of the respondents, 33.5%. 

The next reason for settling in Poznan was good employment opportunities (55.5%); this 
factor was ranked 1 by 15.5% of the respondents. Higher wages, in turn, were important for 
18.5%, but a mere 2.5% indicated them as the most crucial. Another reason for living in 
Poznan turned out to be family connections; nearly one in two respondents (45.5%) listed 
them among the four most important considerations. The attraction of such factors as housing 
availability, housing affordability and housing quality turned out to be low (6.0%, 7.0% and 
6.0% of the respondents, respectively, considered them among the four most important). 'Soft' 
factors defining the general climate, atmosphere and openness of the city do not seem to have 
played any significant role in the decision of creative knowledge workers to move to Poznan. 

 

Table 3.1 - Most important reasons for living in Poznan. A choice of 4 reasons out of 26 (1 being the most 
important and 4 the least important) (in per cent of responses)  

Source: Survey research 

 

General 
reason 

Detailed reason ranked 1 ranked 2 ranked 3 ranked 4  not ranked 

Born here 31.0 3.5 0.5  4.5  60.5 
Family lives here 19.5 17.0 6.0  3.0  54.5 
Studied in city 33.5 11.5 10.0  4.0  41.0 

Personal 
connections 

Proximity to friends 10.5 10.0 11.0  7.0  61.5 
Moved because of my job 10.5 4.5 2.0  1.5  81.5 
Moved because of partner's job 3.5 1.5 1.5  2.0  91.5 
Good employment opportunities 15.5 18.0 13.5  8.5  44.5 

Job 

Higher wages 2.5 4.0 5.5  6.5  81.5 
Size of city 6.5 5.5 8.0  9.5  70.5 
Weather/climate 0.5 1.5 3.5  0.5  94.0 
Good transport links 6.5 5.0 4.0  5.5  79.0 

Location 

Proximity to natural environment 2.0 3.0 3.0  4.5  87.5 
Housing affordability 1.5 2.0 1.0  1.5  94.0 
Housing availability 2.0 1.5 1.5  2.0  93.0 
Housing quality 1.0 1.0 2.0  2.0  94.0 

City 
characteristics 

Safe for children 2.0 0.5 0.0  4.5  93.0 
Open to different people 2.5 2.5 0.5  1.5  93.0 
Open minded and tolerant 2.0 1.0 2.5  1.5  93.0 
Gay/lesbian friendly 0.0 1.5 1.0  1.0  96.5 
Language 0.5 1.0 0.5  1.5  96.5 
Overall friendliness 5.5 2.0 6.0  1.5  85.0 
Diversity of leisure and entertainment 6.0 2.0 5.0  6.0  81.0 
Cultural diversity 3.5 4.0 2.5  2.5  87.5 

People/ Social 
atmosphere 

Diversity of built environment 1.5 2.0 0.5  1.0  95.0 
Education Presence of good universities 8.0 2.5 2.5  9.5  77.5 
Other reasons Other 1.5 0.0 0.0  0.5  98.0 
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3.1.2 Spending leisure time 

More than half of the respondents, 53.6%, reported meeting with friends at least once a week 
in their free time. 55.6% took a walk in the city centre at least once a week, while 13.8% did 
so every day (Table 3.2). Among the other popular activities pursued at least once a week, as 
many as 38.2% of the respondents reported eating out, one in three went for a walk in a city 
park, while 22.3% visited a pub. Interestingly enough, only 16.3% of the respondents were 
involved in a religious activity at least once a week and more than half, 59.2%, were never 
involved. This contrasts with the 60% of Poles declaring attendance at a mass, service or 
religious meeting at least once a week (CBOS 2001). One can conclude, therefore, that a 
substantial proportion of creative knowledge workers belong to the group of society that does 
not engage in any religious practices. 

The survey shows that the respondents spent the least time (if at all) on various kinds of social 
activity. While one in five persons declared active participation in residents' associations, 
most did so only rarely. Every third respondent confirmed participation in a broadly 
understood category of social work, but a mere 5.6% participated on a regular basis at least 
once a week, and as many as 65.3% never did. Decidedly fewest people were involved in a 
political activity (trade union, political party, etc.) - a staggering 91.8% admitted to never 
being involved in this way. 

3.1.3 Satisfaction with leisure services 

As to the leisure events, facilities and services offered in Poznan, most respondents, 93.9%, 
were satisfied with the quality of cinemas, including 28.4% who were very satisfied (Table 
3.3). This reflects the opinion of the city residents in general and accounts for the highest 
cinema attendance that Poznan enjoys among big Polish cities. 

Next came the quality of shopping centres, with a total of 83.9% persons declaring themselves 
satisfied, including 26.6% very satisfied. It should be emphasised that Poznan boasts the 
highest index of modern retail selling space (619 sq. m) per 1,000 inhabitants among the 
Polish cities, and it is expected to keep growing (Report of the Retail Research Forum). The 
increase in quantity is accompanied by an increase in quality. The best shopping centre in 
town, the Old Brewery Centre of Trade, Arts and Business, has been awarded the title of Best 
Shopping Center in Europe by the International Council of Shopping Centers. A favourite 
place of visit of Poznan residents, it combines a commercial and a cultural function. Located 
there among a host of shops and offices is the Arts Square, the venue of many painting, 
sculpture, theatrical, musical and film events and happenings. 
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Table 3.2 - Spending leisure time (in per cent of responses) 
Question Every day At least once 

a week 
Less often Never Don't know 

How often are involved in going to pub 
 

0.0 22.3 63.5 11.2  3.0 

How often are involved in eating out 
 

7.0 38.2 50.8 4.0  0.0 

How often are involved in going to 
movie/theatre 

0.0 14.1 82.9 1.5  1.5 

How often are involved in going to 
museum/gallery 

0.0 3.6 78.2 13.2  5.1 

How often are involved in walking in 
city centre 

13.8 41.8 38.8 4.6  1.0 

How often are involved in excursions in 
parks/green areas 

0.5 15.7 68.5 9.6  5.6 

How often are involved in going to 
night club 

0.0 10.2 42.6 41.6  5.6 

How often are involved in going to 
sport events 

0.0 6.6 55.6 29.1  8.7 

How often are involved in going to 
parks 

5.1 33.7 52.0 5.6  3.6 

How often are involved in going to 
festivals 

0.5 1.5 70.2 19.7  8.1 

How often are involved in going to visit 
friends 

3.1 53.6 39.8 1.5  2.0 

How often are involved in participating 
in residents’ associations 

1.0 3.6 15.8 73.0  6.6 

How often are involved in participating 
in religious activities 

0.0 16.3 21.4 59.2  3.1 

How often are involved in participating 
in community work 

1.5 4.1 24.0 65.3  5.1 

How often are involved in participating 
in political activities 

0.5 0.5 4.1 91.8  3.1 

Others  
 

100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0  0.0 

Source: Survey research 

 

Also high was the respondents' opinion about the quality and range of Poznan restaurants: 
80.9% were satisfied, of which 19.1% were very satisfied. They also enjoyed the city's 
architecture and monuments, the quality of public spaces, and the diversity of festivals and 
cultural events: 77.8%, 73.7% and 73.2%, respectively, declared themselves satisfied.  

The lowest opinions were expressed about the quality of the city's sporting facilities - every 
fourths respondent (25.8%) declared his dissatisfaction with them. 
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Table 3.3 - Satisfaction with leisure activities offered in Poznan (in per cent of responses) 
Aspect Very 

satisfied 
Satisfied Neither Dissatisfied Very 

dissatisfied 
Don't 
know 

Quality of cinemas 
 

28.4 65.5 2.0 0.5 0.5 3.0 

Quality of shopping areas 
 

26.6 57.3 10.6 2.0 1.5 2.0 

Quality and range of 
restaurants 

19.1 61.8 11.6 2.0 1.5 4.0 

Architecture of city/relevant 
monuments 

19.2 58.6 15.7 5.1 0.5 1.0 

Quality of public spaces 
 

8.6 65.2 16.2 6.6 0.5 3.0 

Quality and range of festival 
events and cultural activities 

12.1 61.1 16.2 4.5 0.0 6.1 

Quality of pubs 
 

14.6 52.5 14.1 2.0 1.5 14.6 

Quality and range of art 
galleries/museums 

8.1 56.6 21.7 2.5 0.5 10.6 

Quality of sport facilities 
 

2.5 29.3 23.7 22.2 3.5 18.7 

Number of associations/ 
organisations for social 
activities 

1.5 15.3 27.6 5.6 1.0 48.5 

Source: Survey research 

3.1.4 Satisfaction with public services and environmental aspects of the city 

Out of the public services offered in the city, creative knowledge workers are most satisfied 
with the quality of public transport: more than half (53.8%) declare themselves satisfied and 
11.1%, very satisfied (Table 3.4). This favourable assessment is due, among other things, to a 
greater number of modern buses and trams than in other Polish cities. Besides, the Poznan bus 
stock is among the safest in Poland, according to a report by the Chief Road Transport 
Inspectorate. Next comes the quality of tourist attractions: 40.0% of the respondents are 
satisfied with them. Those satisfied (34.0%) predominate over those dissatisfied (28.5%) in 
the category of safety in the street, while police service is a cause for dissatisfaction for one-
third (34.2%) and a cause for satisfaction for one-fifth (21.6%). 

The poll shows the creative knowledge workers to be the least satisfied with the number of 
bicycle routes in the city (a total of 62.8%), which is reflected in their scant use of the bicycle 
as a means of transport (Figure 2). Almost a half of the respondents (49.5%) are disappointed 
about the quality of health care, as against a mere 15.7% of those satisfied. The next cause for 
a high level of dissatisfaction is movement within the city in one's own means of transport, 
which is also strongly emphasised in the assessments the respondents made of the individual 
aspects of the urban environment. Their negative list opens with tailbacks on the roads: 73.7% 
of generally 'poor' responses, almost half of which (47.5%) being 'very poor'. It is evident that 
the congested streets, especially during rush hours, are among the most urgent problems to 
solve in the city. This is a crucial issue considering the fact that in the recent years the number 
of cars per inhabitant and persons intending to live outside the city has kept growing, which 
means an increase in the number of residents commuting to the city in their own cars. It 
should be emphasised that, by extending travel times, tailbacks are a nuisance not only to car 
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drivers, but also to passengers of Poznan buses. Next on the list of 'poor' aspects (67.8%) is 
the accessibility of bike routes. One of the factors responsible for this low assessment may be 
the fact that some routes have appeared by chance as a by-product of a new investment rather 
than as part of a well thought-out, coherent system. The respondents also have a poor opinion 
of the availability of parking spaces and the state of repair of streets and pavements (62.5% 
and 61.5%, respectively). One in two disapproves of the noise level in the city, which is 
largely generated by the traffic. 

Generally, road traffic is thought by the creative knowledge workers to be one of the city's 
biggest problems - as many as 82.5% worry about it (Table 3.5). Another very important issue 
is the availability of affordable housing: a total of 85.2% find it worrying, with 59.7% being 
very worried. Other matters that the creative knowledge workers worry about include safety, 
homelessness, aggressive and anti-social behaviour in the streets, and the level of crime in the 
city. Interestingly enough, it is these three 'soft' groups of problems that concern the 
respondents more than, e.g., the availability of jobs. What worries them the least are 
demonstrations in public spaces (21.5%).  
 
Table 3.4 - Satisfaction with public services offered in Poznan (in per cent of responses) 
Aspect Very 

satisfied 
Satisfied Neither Dis-

satisfied 
Very 

dissatisfied 
Don't 
know 

Quality of city transport system 11.1 53.8 14.1 12.6 1.0 7.5 
Transport within the city 3.0 22.6 24.6 29.6 10.1 10.1 
Connectivity between city and periphery 3.0 27.1 28.6 25.6 5.0 10.6 
Safety on streets 2.5 31.5 35.5 26.0 2.5 2.0 
Police services 1.5 20.1 33.7 27.6 6.5 10.6 
Number of bicycle lanes 0.0 9.5 13.6 44.2 18.6 14.1 
Quality of tourist attractions 1.0 39.0 28.5 17.0 2.5 12.0 
Social security 0.5 10.1 29.1 18.6 2.0 39.7 
Quality of health services 1.0 14.6 24.2 36.9 12.6 10.6 

Source: Survey research 

 
Table 3.5 - Chief problems in the city (in per cent of responses) 

Problem Very worried Somewhat worried Not worried Don't know 

Amount of crime in city 24.6 50.3 21.1 4.0 
Safety 27.8 51.5 19.2 1.5 
Availability of recreation for teenagers 18.7 38.4 30.8 12.1 
Availability of affordable housing 59.7 25.5 8.2 6.6 
Availability of recreation for seniors 18.2 26.3 26.3 29.3 
Availability of jobs 19.2 39.4 35.4 6.1 
Availability of public transportation 10.1 30.2 56.8 3.0 
Availability of recreation for children 16.6 34.2 30.7 18.6 
Amount of graffiti 13.6 19.6 56.8 10.1 
Drug problems 33.5 20.5 32.5 13.5 
Homelessness 36.7 40.2 14.1 9.0 
Aggressive/anti-social behaviour 43.7 32.2 16.6 7.5 
Prostitution in streets 19.2 17.7 41.4 21.7 
Traffic 33.0 49.5 13.0 4.5 
Demonstrations in public spaces 5.6 15.8 60.7 17.9 
Source: Survey research 
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3.1.5 Journeys to work 

The chief means of transport by which the respondents go to work is the car, as indicated by 
40.1% (Figure 3.2). This means that for this big group of creative knowledge workers a 
journey by car, despite higher costs and frequent street congestion, is still preferable to one by 
city transport. The proportion of those relying on public transport is 36.3%, with most going 
by tram and a bit fewer by bus. Walking is as popular as the bus - 12.6%. Only a mere 6.8% 
of those polled use the bicycle, which may be largely due to the serious underdevelopment of 
the bike lane network in the city mentioned earlier. There is an even smaller proportion of 
those who are driven to work as car passengers, and the smallest group includes those 
travelling to work by rail. Worth noting is the fact that one in ten of the respondents (11.0%) 
rides more than one means of transport in order to get to work. They often go by tram and 
bus, or by car and city transport. 

One in three of those polled (31.8%) reports the use of public transport at least 5 days per 
week, and one in five (19.5%), a few times a month. Only 17.9% do not use public transport 
at all. 

For most of the creative knowledge workers (67.5%), getting to work does not take longer 
than 30 minutes (Figure 3.3). This shows them to live not far from work, in a place with easy 
accessibility of roads and transport. About one-third travel more than 30 minutes, with 3% 
taking more than an hour to reach work. 

 

Figure 3.2 - Means of transport in journeys to work 
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Figure 3.3 - Mean time of getting to work 
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One in three of those polled (29.5%) reports working less than 5 km from his place of 
residence, and 5.5% less than 1 km (Figure 3.4). The same proportion of the respondents 
(30.0%) travel a distance of 5-9 km, and one in seven (14.5%) declares travelling 10-14 km. 

A solid majority of the creative knowledge workers have cars. Single-car owners constitute 
almost a half of the respondents (47.2%), while 27.6% have got more cars in their households: 
18.1% are in possession of two, and 9.5% of three cars. One in four has got no car of his own. 

 
Figure 3.4 - Distance travelled to work 
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3.1.6 Tolerance 

Generally, in the opinion of the creative knowledge workers, Poznan is a welcoming place to 
people from other countries. This statement is supported by 69.4% of the respondents, while 
4.0% disagree with it. As to the city's friendliness towards visible minorities, the opinions are 
much less decided. Interestingly enough, while 36.0% of those polled answered the question 
in the affirmative and 12.6% in the negative, most (51.5%) were unable to answer definitely. 
Presumably, they do not meet representatives of ethnic minorities in their everyday life in 
Poznan, or even have never had contact with any so far. 

Another question which the respondents found somewhat problematic to answer was about 
Poznan as a place with tensions between people of high and low income levels. Also in this 
case more than half (52.0%) did not give a decisive answer, or expressed no opinion. The 
proportions of people who answered in the affirmative and who thought there were no 
income-generated tensions in Poznan were similar (23% and 24.5%, respectively).  

Also in the question of tolerance for people of a different sexual orientation a large proportion 
of the respondents were unable to give an unequivocal answer (Figure 3.5). This may suggest 
that they do not meet such people in their everyday milieu. 26.5% could not decide and 37.5% 
did not know if Poznan was lesbian-friendly, and the respective figures for gay-friendliness 
were 28.0% and 36.0%. While the figures are similar for both groups, it should be emphasised 
that according to the respondents the city seems more friendly towards lesbians than gays. 
The proportions of those who support the statement that the city is lesbian- and gay-friendly 
are 23.0% and 15.5%, respectively, while those who disagree with it constitute 13.0% and 
20.0%, respectively. 

 
Figure 3.5 - Friendliness of Poznan towards gays and lesbians 
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3.1.7 Quality of life 

In the opinion of as many as 60.5% of the creative knowledge workers, the quality of life over 
the last 5 years has improved (Figure 3.6), even though a substantial group claims that life in 
the city is rather costly. For more that a half of those polled (56.1%), the general cost of living 
is high. The leader in this category is housing (a total of 71.5%), with nearly one in three 
respondents describing it as very expensive. Also one in three thinks transport to be 
expensive. Most are also of the opinion that the cost of basic household-related services is 
high. As to basic foodstuffs, 60.5% of the respondents consider them average, but for one in 
three (35.0%) they turn out to be expensive. 

One in five (21.8%) treats Poznan as a much better place to live in comparison with the 
former locality, and one in four (26.9%) describes Poznan as a slightly better place (Table 
3.8). The proportion of people for whom the removal to Poznan has meant deterioration is 
13.4%. 

The respondents were also asked for a general assessment of their satisfaction with their 
present life in Poznan on a scale of 1 to 10, where 1 denoted "very satisfied" and 10 "very 
dissatisfied". The distribution of the answers is presented in Figure 3.7. It shows that most of 
the respondents seem to be rather satisfied with their life in the city, and do not intend to 
move within the next 3 years (Figure 3.8). Still, one in four (24.4%) considers a change of 
residence (not in Poznan), with 5.6% declaring a definite removal.  

 
Figure 3.6 - Assessment of change in the quality of life in Poznan over the last 5 years 
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Source: Survey research 

 
Table 3.7 - Assessment of the living costs in Poznan (in per cent of responses) 
Cost type Very 

expensive 
Expensive Average Cheap Very 

cheap 
Don't 
know 

Housing cost 32.0 39.5 21.0 0.5 0.5 6.5 
Cost of basic services related to house 17.0 43.5 34.5 1.0 0.0 4.0 
Cost of leisure activities 8.0 40.0 47.0 2.0 0.0 3.0 
Transportation cost 6.5 31.0 53.0 6.5 0.5 2.5 
Cost of food and beverages 7.5 27.5 60.5 4.0 0.0 0.5 
General cost of living 10.6 45.5 42.4 0.5 0.0 1.0 
Source: Survey research 
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Table 3.8 - Opinion of the respondents concerning living in Poznan in comparison with the former 
place of residence (in per cent of responses) 

Opinion Frequency Percent 

The best place in which to live 4 2.1 
A much better place in which to live 42 21.8 
A slightly better place in which to live 52 26.9 
A slightly worse place in which to live 19 9.8 
A much worse place in which to live 6 3.1 
The worst place in which to live 1 0.5 
Not applicable 69 35.8 
Total 193 100.0 
Source: Survey research 

 
Figure 3.7 - Level of satisfaction with life in Poznan on a scale of 1 to 10, with 1 denoting „very 
satisfied” and 10 „very dissatisfied” 
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Figure 3.8 - Probability of moving from Poznan within the nearest 3 years 
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3.2 Relative importance of particular aspects of satisfaction with the city 

The image of the city is reflected primarily in the degree of its residents’ satisfaction with 
particular aspects of life in a given place and in the overall rating of the quality of life. The 
overall satisfaction ratings may differ depending on the specific qualities of the interviewees. 
For instance, the answers to particular questions may vary according to gender, age, contract 
status, monthly income, overall job satisfaction, or type of worker (creative workers and 
knowledge workers).  

The overall ratings of satisfaction with the city in terms of to the above-mentioned parameters 
are presented in Table 3.9. According to the surveys, it is mostly people in the 25-34 age 
range, and more often women than men who tend to be the most satisfied with the city. This 
can be evidenced by the first two ranks. The surveys have also found a statistically significant 
correlation between satisfaction with the city and job security satisfaction as well as overall 
job satisfaction. This means that the more secure in their jobs, and the more satisfied with 
their jobs the respondents are, the more satisfied they are with the city. However, there is no 
statistically significant correlation between the monthly income, and overall satisfaction with 
the city. Nevertheless, the survey findings might suggest that higher than average satisfaction 
exists among people with the highest earnings and with permanent contracts. When we 
analyse the respondents’ answers in terms of type of worker (creative workers and knowledge 
workers) and consider the first two ranks, we will see that the greatest satisfaction with life in 
Poznań is reported by knowledge workers.  

There is also a correlation between satisfaction with the city and satisfaction with the quality 
of leisure services. This applies in particular to the quality of public spaces, sports facilities, 
pubs, cinemas, shopping areas, the quality and range of festival events, cultural activities and 
restaurants, the city’s architecture and relevant monuments. It can be concluded then that the 
above 'soft' factors, though they were not the most important reasons for settling down in 
Poznań (see chapter 3.1, Table 3.1), are highly meaningful to creative knowledge workers and 
may have a positive impact on their decision to stay on in the city. 

Likewise, the degree of satisfaction with the city is correlated with satisfaction with public 
services, in particular with the quality of the city’s transport system, transport within the city, 
the connectivity between the city and its periphery, safety on the streets, the quality of the 
tourist attractions. It is also these factors, the last two of which are 'soft' factors, that have an 
impact on the positive perception of the city and the high rating of the quality of life.  

The overall city satisfaction rating can be to some extent influenced by the amount of time the 
interviewees need to get to work. As far as the creative knowledge workers group is 
concerned, there is no significant correlation between the duration of the journey to work and 
satisfaction with the city. Nor is there any dependence between the distance from home to 
work and satisfaction with the city.  
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3.2.1 Spending leisure time  

According to R. Florida, „people today expect more from the places they live”  
(2002, p. 224). Besides fundamental issues connected with work and family life, people need 
places where they can regenerate physically and mentally, places which are indispensable to 
developing interests and providing recreational opportunities. Satisfaction with the leisure 
activities offer can shape, to some extent, the image of a city as an appealing and interesting 
place, offering a wide range of leisure opportunities and bustling with life.  

The surveys have found that it is male creative knowledge workers that participate more 
actively in social life. They account for 75.0% of all creative knowledge workers who visit a 
pub at least once a week. A higher proportion of males meets their friends and eats out at least 
once a week although the differences are not considerable in this respect. Also, a higher 
percentage of men go out to night clubs. Moreover, there is a statistically significant 
correlation between the age of the interviewees and the frequency of pursuing entertainment 
opportunities in their leisure. The younger the respondents, the more frequently they go out to 
pubs, or night clubs, eat out and meet their friends. The older they are, the more inclined they 
are to affiliate with and get involved in residents’ associations. Interestingly, the survey 
results show that there is absolutely no dependence between the respondents’ income and the 
frequency of pursuing entertainment and leisure opportunities in the city. 

Considering ways of spending leisure depending on the type of work, it can be argued that 
(despite small differences) it is creative workers who meet their friends most often. It is worth 
mentioning that the highest percentage of the respondents who claim that they socialise at 
least once a week is among art and media school graduates (72.0%). A higher proportion of 
the interviewees in this group also claim that they go walking in city parks at least once a 
week and frequent cinemas or theatres. Among all creative knowledge workers, it is art and 
media school graduates who constitute the largest group of museum and gallery goers.  

3.2.2 Satisfaction with leisure services  

There is a statistically significant correlation between age and the rate of satisfaction with 
leisure activities offered by Poznań. In particular, it applies to the quality of pubs, cinemas 
and shopping areas, which are most enjoyed by younger creative knowledge workers. On the 
other hand, there is no relationship between the monthly income and the quality rating of 
leisure activities. Depending on gender, some differences can be observed in the quality rating 
of pubs and shopping areas. Men tend to be more satisfied with the quality of pubs, whereas 
women with the quality of shopping areas.  

The surveys have found that both creative workers and knowledge workers are satisfied with 
most leisure activities in Poznań (Table 3.10). Although the rate of satisfaction with the city’s 
events, facilities, entertainment or cultural services seems to be higher in the knowledge 
workers group, it is creative workers who more often take advantage of the above-mentioned 
opportunities. To supply an example, greater satisfaction with the quality of pubs was found 
in the knowledge workers group (72.2%) than among creative workers (63.4%). However, 
one in four creative workers (24.8%) goes to a pub at least once a week, whereas the relevant 
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percentage for knowledge workers is merely 19.8%. Both groups were found to be the most 
satisfied with the quality of cinemas. Interestingly, full satisfaction was reported by 100.0% of 
art and media school graduates. As regards the quality of galleries and museums, the highest 
satisfaction seems to have been expressed by knowledge workers. This category includes a 
slightly higher proportion of people who never visit these places (this applies to every fifth 
university graduate), whereas only 4.0% of art and media graduates admit not going to 
museums and galleries at all.  

It should be noted, however, that by and large the differences in the rates of satisfaction with 
leisure activities, also in the other cases, are negligible. A slightly lower rate of satisfaction 
with leisure activities among creative workers could be ascribed to higher expectations that 
these people have with regard to some services and facilities. 

3.2.3 Satisfaction with public services and the environmental aspects of the city  

There is a statistically significant correlation between age and the rate of satisfaction with the 
public services offered by Poznań. It applies in particular to satisfaction with the quality of the 
city’s transport system and safety on the streets. Satisfaction with these aspects is directly 
proportional to age – the younger creative knowledge workers are, the more pleased they are. 
On the other hand, there is no dependence between the monthly income rate and the quality 
rating of the city’s public services.  

Some differences, however, can be observed with regard to the quality of public services 
depending on the type of worker (Table 3.11). Both creative and knowledge workers are the 
most satisfied with the quality of public transport (with a slightly higher percentage of 
satisfied knowledge workers). It is also knowledge workers who use public transport more 
frequently than creative workers. Another reason for creative knowledge workers to 
experience satisfaction is the quality of tourist attractions. In this case, the greatest satisfaction 
was reported by art and media school graduates. The rate of satisfaction with tourist 
attractions shows that creative knowledge workers find Poznań appealing and interesting.  

There are some differences between creative workers and knowledge workers in the way they 
view the connectivity between the city and its periphery. This aspect causes greater 
dissatisfaction in creative workers. This might mean that they have to get around more often. 
Among creative knowledge workers dissatisfied with the transport within the city, it is 
university graduates who constitute the largest group.  

The greatest worry of both creative and knowledge workers is the availability of affordable 
housing (83.8% and 86.6%, respectively). Other things that cause worry in creative workers 
include the amount of crime and safety (83.0% each), and then homelessness. Knowledge 
workers, by contrast, are also worried by the traffic and safety. What is worth emphasising is 
the fact that the availability of jobs is equally worrying to both groups. However, this issue 
does not top the list of major problems in any of the groups.  
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Table 3.9 - Overall satisfaction with the city depending on the respondent’s qualities (in per cent of 
responses) 

General level of satisfaction Category 

Very
satisfied

Value 
2 

Value 
3 

Value 
4 

Value 
5 

Value 
6 

Value 
7 

Value 
8 

Value 
9 

Very 
dis-

satisfied 
Total 4.5  18.1 22.6 20.6 20.1 8.0 2.5  2.5  1.0 0.0 

Male 4.6  12.8 23.9 20.2 23.9 9.2 2.8  2.8  0.0 0.0 Gender 
Female 4.4  24.4 21.1 21.1 15.6 6.7 2.2  2.2  2.2 0.0 
15-24 2.9  14.3 34.3 22.9 11.4 5.7 0.0  5.7  2.9 0.0 
25-34 5.7  19.8 22.6 21.7 16.0 9.4 2.8  0.9  0.9 0.0 
35-44 3.8  15.4 23.1 11.5 38.5 3.8 3.8  0.0  0.0 0.0 
45-54 0.0  31.6 0.0 26.3 15.8 10.5 5.3  10.5  0.0 0.0 
55-64 0.0  0.0 25.0 25.0 37.5 12.5 0.0  0.0  0.0 0.0 
65-78 0.0  0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.0  0.0  0.0 0.0 
78-84 0.0  0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0  0.0  0.0 0.0 
85 years and over 0.0  0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0  0.0  0.0 0.0 

A
ge

 ra
ng

e 

Refuse 33.3  0.0 33.3 0.0 33.3 0.0 0.0  0.0  0.0 0.0 
Limited permanent 
contract 

6.6  19.8 17.6 17.6 23.1 11.0 2.2  1.1  1.1 0.0 

Contract for a 
specific project 

0.0  6.3 50.0 18.8 6.3 12.5 6.3  0.0  0.0 0.0 

Fixed term 
contract for less 
than 12 months 

0.0  23.1 23.1 26.9 11.5 0.0 3.8  7.7  3.8 0.0 

Fixed term 
contract of 12 
months or more 

5.3  10.5 36.8 26.3 21.1 0.0 0.0  0.0  0.0 0.0 

Temporary 
employment 
agency contract 

0.0  0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0  0.0  0.0 0.0 

Apprenticeship or 
other training 
scheme 

0.0  0.0 0.0 50.0 0.0 50.0 0.0  0.0  0.0 0.0 

Without written 
contract 

0.0  25.0 0.0 25.0 25.0 0.0 0.0  25.0  0.0 0.0 

Other 0.0  11.1 33.3 33.3 11.1 11.1 0.0  0.0  0.0 0.0 

C
on

tra
ct

 st
at

us
 in

 c
ur

re
nt

 jo
b 

Don't know 7.1  25.0 14.3 17.9 25.0 3.6 3.6  3.6  0.0 0.0 
Less than 500 2.2  18.3 19.4 23.7 20.4 8.6 3.2  2.2  2.2 0.0 
500-999 5.8  15.4 26.9 23.1 19.2 5.8 1.9  1.9  0.0 0.0 
1000-1999 6.3  25.0 31.3 12.5 12.5 6.3 0.0  6.3  0.0 0.0 
2000 or above 33.3  0.0 0.0 66.7 0.0 0.0 0.0  0.0  0.0 0.0 

M
on

th
ly

 
in

co
m

e 
af

te
r 

ta
x 

(in
 

Eu
ro

s)
 

Don't know/refuse 8.0  20.0 24.0 4.0 24.0 12.0 4.0  4.0  0.0 0.0 
Creative industries 
workers 

5.3  11.8 21.1 21.1 23.7 11.8 1.3  3.9  0.0 0.0 

Art/media school 
graduates 

0.0  20.0 32.0 28.0 4.0 8.0 0.0  4.0  4.0 0.0 

Creative workers 
total 

4.0  13.9 23.8 22.8 18.8 10.9 1.0  4.0  1.0 0.0 

Knowledge- 
intensive 
industries workers 

5.5  23.3 23.3 13.7 23.3 2.7 5.5  1.4  1.4 0.0 

University 
graduates 

4.0  20.0 16.0 32.0 16.0 12.0 0.0  0.0  0.0 0.0 

Ty
pe

 o
f w

or
ke

rs
 

Knowledge 
workers total 

5.1  22.4 21.4 18.4 21.4 5.1 4.1  1.0  1.0 0.0 

Source :Survey research 
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Table 3.10 - Satisfaction with the following leisure activities offered in Poznan  
(% of 'Very satisfied' and 'Satisfied' responses) (in per cent of responses) 

Type of workers 

Creative workers Knowledge workers 

Aspect 

Creative 
industries 

workers 

Art/media 
school 

graduates 

Total Knowledge-
intensive 
workers 

University 
graduates 

Total 

Quality of public spaces 
 

71.1 76.0 72.3 73.6  80.0 75.3 

Quality of sport facilities 
 

27.6 28.0 27.7 33.3  44.0 36.1 

Quality and range of festival events and 
cultural activities 

69.7 84.0 73.3 70.8  80.0 73.2 

Quality and range of art 
galleries/museums 

58.7 68.0 61.0 68.5  68.0 68.4 

Quality and range of restaurants 
 

77.6 76.0 77.2 84.9  84.0 84.7 

Quality of pubs 
 

59.2 76.0 63.4 68.1  84.0 72.2 

Quality of cinemas 
 

90.5 100.0 92.9 94.5  96.0 94.9 

Quality of shopping areas 
 

80.3 80.0 80.2 86.3  92.0 87.8 

Architecture of city/relevant monuments 
 

80.0 80.0 80.0 74.0  80.0 75.5 

Number of associations/organisations for 
social activities 

16.0 16.7 16.2 16.7  24.0 18.6 

Source: Survey research 

 
Table 3.11 - Satisfaction with the following public services offered in Poznan (% of 'Very satisfied' and 
'Satisfied' responses) (in per cent of responses) 

Type of workers 

Creative workers Knowledge workers 

Aspect 

Creative 
industries 

workers 

Art/media 
school 

graduates 

Total Knowledge-
intensive 

industries 
workers 

University 
graduates 

Total 

Quality of city transport system 
 

61.3 60.0 61.0 68.9 68.0 68.7 

Transport within the city 
 

26.3 32.0 27.7 27.4 12.0 23.5 

Connectivity between city and periphery 25.0 24.0 24.8 38.4 28.0 35.7 

Safety in streets 
 

30.3 40.0 32.7 36.5 32.0 35.4 

Police services 
 

15.8 24.0 17.8 26.0 24.0 25.5 

Number of bicycle lanes 
 

10.5 0.0 7.9 12.3 8.0 11.2 

Quality of tourist attractions 34.2 52.0 38.6 44.6 32.0 41.4 

Social security 
 

10.5 0.0 7.9 13.7 12.0 13.3 

Quality of health services 
 

18.7 16.0 18.0 13.7 12.0 13.3 

Source: Survey research  
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4 SATISFACTION WITH NEIGHBOURHOOD  
AND LIVING CONDITIONS 

4.1 Descriptive statistics 

The creative knowledge workers polled live largely in the core city - 69.5% live in the centre 
or just outside it. 16.0% live in small towns or villages situated in the metropolitan region 
(Figure 4.1). Most of the respondents (38.5%) have been living where they do for more than 
10 years, although there is a similar proportion (35.5%) of those who moved there relatively 
recently, i.e. 1 to 5 years ago. 
 

Figure 4.1 - Place of residence of the creative workers  

 

Source: Survey research 

 
Generally, the creative knowledge workers polled are satisfied with their place of residence - 
this is the attitude expressed by 84.9% of the respondents (Table 4.1). Still, in some aspects 
the level of satisfaction varies. What the respondents find most satisfactory are: personal 
safety (80.9% of satisfied persons), access to shops (79.5%), and the proximity to work 
(74.0%, with as many as 29.0% being very satisfied). Another reason for satisfaction is the 
social interaction between neighbours (71.0%). In turn, the respondents are the least satisfied 
with the level of pollution (45.2% dissatisfied), provision of health care (44.9%), and level of 
traffic noise (40.2%). It is worth noting that only in the case of health care provision does the 
number of dissatisfied persons exceed (1.5 times) those satisfied.  
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Table 4.1 - Level of satisfaction with particular aspects of life in the living neighbourhood among 
creative knowledge workers (per cent of responses) 
Aspect Very 

satisfied 
Quite 

satisfied 
Somewhat 
unsatisfied 

Very 
unsatisfied 

Don't 
know 

Nearness to employment 29.0 45.0 21.0 4.5 0.5 
Personal safety 15.1 65.8 14.1 2.5 2.5 
Level of traffic noise 18.1 41.7 29.6 10.6 0.0 
Level of pollution 13.1 39.7 35.7 9.5 2.0 
The provision of childcare 4.6 22.3 15.7 5.1 52.3 
The provision of healthcare facilities 4.0 27.3 31.3 13.6 23.7 
The level of social interaction between neighbours 12.0 59.0 9.5 3.5 16.0 
Appearance of the neighbourhood 16.5 48.0 28.5 5.0 2.0 
Access to commercial facilities 24.5 55.0 16.0 3.5 1.0 
Access to public spaces 21.7 48.5 21.7 5.6 2.5 
Access to public transport 25.8 48.0 19.7 3.0 3.5 
Overall quality of life in neighbourhood 13.6 71.4 12.6 1.0 1.5 
Source: Survey research 

 
There are often many factors involved in the choice of a new residence (Table 4.2). In the 
case of the creative knowledge workers, the basic consideration is the cost of the new flat or 
house: for a total of 82.7% of the respondents it is important and for almost half of them, very 
important. Almost equally crucial turns out to be the neighbourhood atmosphere (important 
for 79.7%). Next come the size of dwelling (77.3%) and quality of the surrounding 
neighbourhood (71.7%). Thus, out of the four most important factors taken into consideration 
in the decision to move, two are 'soft' in character and concern the quality of the 
neighbourhood. The least significant, in turn, are the nearness to pubs/nightclubs (important 
for 12.1%), availability of crèches (16.7%), and proximity to major roads/highways (29.9%). 
This shows that the dwelling best preferred by the creative knowledge workers is one at a 
reasonable price, of a suitable size, and located in a friendly, quiet neighbourhood.  
 

Table 4.2 - Importance of factors taken into consideration in the decision to move to the current 
residence (per cent of responses) 
Factor Very 

important 
Quite 

important 
Somewhat 
important 

Not 
important 

Don't know 

Distance from home to work 27.9 39.1 13.7 9.1 10.2 
Cost of dwelling 47.7 35.0 7.1 2.5 7.6 
Size of dwelling 33.3 43.9 13.6 3.5 5.6 
Availability of private open space 33.8 32.8 17.2 8.6 7.6 
Proximity to family/friends 20.4 32.7 27.6 12.2 7.1 
Closeness to services/facilities 11.1 41.9 31.3 9.6 6.1 
Proximity to public transport 23.2 37.4 26.8 6.6 6.1 
Proximity to major roads/highways 7.6 22.3 39.1 21.8 9.1 
Nearness to pubs/nightclubs 3.0 9.1 35.9 41.9 10.1 
Closeness to city centre 7.6 36.0 37.6 13.7 5.1 
Proximity to good quality schools 9.6 21.7 28.3 23.7 16.7 
Availability of crèches 2.5 14.1 16.2 34.8 32.3 
Availability of leisure facilities 2.6 28.7 32.8 24.6 11.3 
Quality of surrounding neighbourhood 24.2 47.5 17.2 5.1 6.1 
Closeness to public open spaces 21.3 40.6 23.4 8.1 6.6 
Neighbourhood atmosphere 29.9 49.7 13.7 1.0 5.6 
Source: Survey research 
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Because the size of the flat or house is the chief factor considered in decisions about removal, 
it is also the most important cause for satisfaction. For 78.5% of those polled, overall size is 
the aspect of their dwellings which gives them the greatest satisfaction (Table 4.3). A 
significant role in the assessment of the residence is played by its security (71.7%). The next 
causes for satisfaction include the size of bedrooms and level of noise from neighbours 
(71.4% and 70.2%, respectively). The respondents are least satisfied with the provision of 
open (garden) space and the storage space inside (37.7% and 29.9% dissatisfied, 
respectively).  

 
Table 4.3 - Level of satisfaction with particular aspects of dwelling (per cent of responses) 
Aspect Very 

satisfied 
Quite 

satisfied 
Somewhat 
unsatisfied 

Very 
unsatisfied 

Don't know 

Overall size 29.5 49.0 16.5 5.0 0.0 
Storage space inside 19.8 37.1 22.8 7.1 13.2 
Size of kitchen 25.1 40.7 25.1 8.0 1.0 
Size of bedrooms 27.1 44.2 20.6 6.0 2.0 
Outlook from dwelling 22.2 46.0 23.7 8.1 0.0 
Security of dwelling 15.7 56.1 19.7 5.1 3.5 
Provision of open (garden) space 21.6 30.2 19.1 18.6 10.6 
Physical quality of dwelling 24.7 41.4 25.3 6.1 2.5 
Parking space 20.7 36.4 18.2 10.1 14.6 
Level of noise from neighbours 22.7 47.5 17.7 4.5 7.6 
Quality of management/maintenance of 
building (if in apartment) 

11.7 46.1 21.4 5.8 14.9 

Other 5.1 15.4 10.3 2.6 66.7 

Source: Survey research 

 
The decisions to move made by the creative knowledge workers are supported by suitable 
financial means. This is shown by the fact that most of them pay for a dwelling in ready cash, 
without any outside financing like credit or loans. This is the situation of one-third of the 
respondents (33.2%). More than half of them (51.8%) are the owners of their current 
dwellings. Those who rent a flat and pay a private owner or a housing co-operative constitute 
34.0% of the respondents. Thus, private ownership of a dwelling is clearly preferred to its 
renting, which entails lower mobility in effect. On the other hand, however, this choice allows 
a reduction of housing costs, especially those involved in paying rent. For a decided majority 
(70.8%) the rent amounts to less than one third of their monthly incomes. The situation is 
similar with dwellings now owned by the respondents, but for which they have to repay the 
credit they obtained to buy them - for 71.8% of them a monthly instalment of the mortgage 
credit is lower than one third of their incomes. If a decision to seek a loan for the purchase of 
a home has been made, and this is the option declared by 18.6% of the respondents, its 
repayment is no great problem and is well within their financial possibilities. Only for 4.8% 
of the respondents is mortgage debt very hard to pay. 
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4.2 Relative importance of particular aspects of satisfaction with 
neighbourhood 

Although the creative knowledge workers are generally satisfied with their place of residence 
and are motivated by similar 'hard' and 'soft' factors in its choice, their weight may differ 
substantially depending on e.g. age or level of income. Hence it is worth having a closer look 
at the various aspects of satisfaction of workers of the creative sector with the neighbourhood 
they inhabit. To this end, an analysis was made of the relative significance of the overall 
quality of life in the neighbourhood, residential location factors, and potential mobility as 
expressed by the form of residence ownership. 

4.2.1 General quality of life in neighbourhood 

An assessment of the overall quality of life in the neighbourhood does not depend on the level 
of income or age of the respondents. Also the kind of post-work activity involving the 
consumption of goods and services does not affect the assessment. There is a dependence, 
however, between the declared level of satisfaction and the quality of entertainment events, 
facilities and services offered by the city. This in particular concerns sporting infrastructure, 
restaurants, pubs, cinemas, shopping centres, and public spaces. 

There is also a relation between the general assessment of the quality of life in the 
neighbourhood and satisfaction with public services supplied by the city. What improve the 
assessment are the quality of the transport system, the possibility of using one's own means of 
transport within the city, and safety in the streets. 

There is also no clear connection between the assessment of the quality of life in the 
neighbourhood and the type of worker. Both creative workers and knowledge workers are 
satisfied with this aspect. The highest level of satisfaction is exhibited by graduates, 
especially of art and media schools: as many as 24.0% of them are very satisfied, while only 
10.5% of creative workers declare themselves to be so. 

4.2.2 Residential attractiveness 

The relative relevance of the individual factors underlying the decision to move certainly does 
not depend on the age or income of the respondents. Whether they are older or younger, or 
more or less wealthy, they indicate the price of the dwelling and the atmosphere of the 
neighbourhood as the most important factors they take into consideration when moving. 

Similarly, the location factors do not depend on how active the respondents are in their non-
professional life, or on their assessment of public services or environmental aspects. There is 
a weak relation between the two most crucial location factors (the price of the dwelling and 
the atmosphere of the neighbourhood) and the level of satisfaction with public services, 
especially the quality of restaurants, cinemas, shopping centres, and the diversity of media 
and galleries. Thus, for those who appreciate life in public spaces and engage in various forms 
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of activity outside home, the atmosphere of the neighbourhood where they live is of greater 
significance. 

The significance of the individual location factors changes with the type of worker. The scope 
of the differences is presented for the four most important factors indicated by all the 
respondents: cost of dwelling, neighbourhood atmosphere, size of dwelling, and quality of 
surrounding neighbourhood (Table 4.4). The differences in the relative assessment of those 
factors between creative workers and knowledge workers are not big. The only essential 
difference concerns the cost of the dwelling: it is more significant for knowledge workers. 
The situation is similar in the case of the quality of the surrounding neighbourhood. Much 
wider differences in the assessment of the particular location factors can be found after a 
closer look at the concrete categories of respondents, i.e. workers and graduates. All the four 
factors under examination are of more importance to a greater number of workers of 
knowledge-intensive industries than of creative industries, and the widest discrepancy of 
assessment concerns the cost of the dwelling. In the case of graduates, the range of differences 
is the widest in assessing the significance of those factors. The factors examined are more 
significant for a greater number of art and media school graduates than for university 
graduates. While the difference is relatively slight in the case of the cost of the dwelling, the 
discrepancies are much wider in the case of the remaining factors. For example, the size of the 
dwelling is quite or very important for 92.0% of art and media school graduates and only for 
52.0% of university graduates. Generally, art and media school graduates ascribe greater 
importance in the choice of the place of residence to all the four factors than the remaining 
groups, including workers.  

What is interesting, art and media school graduates are the only group of respondents for 
whom the cost of the dwelling is not the most crucial factor. To them, such 'soft' factors as the 
neighbourhood atmosphere or the quality of the surrounding neighbourhood are more 
significant. In turn, university graduates have a different hierarchy of location factors than the 
other groups. To them, the most crucial are: size of dwelling (79.0% assess it as very and 
quite important), followed by closeness to city centre (68.0%), and only then by the two 'soft' 
factors mentioned above. They also care about the distance from home to work (64.0%). 

In essence, the 'hard' and 'soft' residential location factors are assessed similarly by creative 
workers and knowledge workers. The only peculiarity in this respect is the group of art and 
media school graduates, for whom the 'soft' factors are more significant in the choice of the 
place of residence. 
 

Table 4.4 - Significance of the basic location factors for the individual types of worker (% of 'very 
important' and 'quite important' responses) 
Type of workers Cost of 

dwelling 
Neighbourhood 

atmosphere 
Size of 

dwelling 
Quality of 

surrounding 
neighbourhood 

Creative industries workers 78.7 75.7 74.7 65.3 
Art/media school graduates 80.0 92.0 92.0 88.0 
Creative workers total 79.0 79.8 79.0 71.0 
Knowledge-intensive industries workers 90.3 83.6 83.6 74.0 
University graduates 76.0 68.0 52.0 68.0 
Knowledge workers total 86.6 79.6 75.5 72.4 
Total 82.7 79.7 77.3 71.7 
Source: Survey research 
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4.2.3 Form of ownership of dwelling 

People employed in the creative knowledge sector usually display greater mobility than other 
workers: they tend to change work and residence more often. However, mobility depends not 
only on the character of work a person performs, but often also on their age. In the case of the 
creative knowledge workers polled in the Poznan metropolitan region, there is a dependence 
between their age and potential mobility as expressed by the form of ownership of their 
dwellings. The more or less favourable form of home ownership (i.e. without or with 
mortgage) turns out to be age-related. The younger the respondents, the more frequent a 
flexible form of ownership, usually rent (Table 4.5). There is a similar relation between the 
form of home ownership and the level of income: the higher the income, the more permanent 
the form of ownership, i.e. owning the dwelling. 
 
Table 4.5 - Form of home/dwelling ownership and age (in per cent of respondents) 

Form of ownership Age 
range Own 

without 
mortgage 

Own with 
mortgage 

Tenant, paying 
rent to private 

landlord 

Tenant, paying rent in 
social/ voluntary/ 

municipal housing 

Accommodation 
is provided rent 

free 

Other 

Total 

15-24 27.8 0.0 30.6 13.9 5.6 22.2 100.0 
25-34 25.7 21.0 25.7 11.4 5.7 10.5 100.0 
35-44 46.2 23.1 15.4 11.5 0.0 3.8 100.0 
45-54 42.1 31.6 10.5 15.8 0.0 0.0 100.0 
55-64 50.0 37.5 12.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0 
65-78 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0 
Refuse 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0 
Total 32.8 18.7 22.7 11.6 4.0 10.1 100.0 
Source: Survey research 
 
What also differentiates the potential mobility of creative knowledge workers is the type of 
worker. Creative workers and knowledge workers show different patterns of home ownership 
(Table 4.6). A decided majority in both groups own their dwellings (with and without 
mortgage). Home owners predominate among creative workers - 63.2%, i.e. 8.4% more than 
in the group of knowledge workers. It is only among graduates that the proportion of home 
owners is relatively low, at about 30%. Most of them rent their dwellings, for example 52.0% 
of university graduates are tenants of someone else's flats. 
Generally, creative workers are more often the owners of their places of residence (54.5%) 
than knowledge workers (49.0%); the latter tend to rent their dwellings. In the group of 
graduates this tendency is reversed: more than half of them rent their flats. 
 
Table 4.6 - Form of home/dwelling ownership and type of worker (in per cent of respondents) 
Type of workers Own 

without 
mortgage 

Own with 
mortgage 

Tenant, 
paying rent 

to private 
landlord 

Tenant, paying 
rent in social/ 

voluntary/ 
municipal housing 

Accommodat
ion is 

provided 
rent free 

Other 

Creative industries workers 40.8 22.4 15.8 9.2 5.3 6.6 
Art/media school graduates 16.0 12.0 32.0 24.0 4.0 12.0 
Creative workers total 34.7 19.8 19.8 12.9 5.0 7.9 
Knowledge-intensive industries 
workers 

32.9 21.9 21.9 8.2 4.1 11.0 

University graduates 28.0 4.0 36.0 16.0 0.0 16.0 
Knowledge workers total 31.6 17.3 25.5 10.2 3.1 12.2 
Total 33.2 18.6 22.6 11.6 4.0 10.1 
Source: Survey research 
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5 SATISFACTION WITH JOB AND WORK ENVIRONMENT 

5.1 Descriptive statistics 

Because occupational work takes up a substantial part of one's life, the conditions in which it 
occurs are of major importance. This is especially true of intellectual work relying on 
knowledge and creativity. Then its efficiency depends not only on the physical conditions, but 
also, or perhaps primarily, on such additional 'soft' factors as e.g. the atmosphere at work or 
the level of self-actualisation the work ensures. That is why the creative knowledge workers 
polled were asked for an assessment of both, their working conditions and the occupation they 
pursued on a daily basis. This made it possible to determine their level of satisfaction with 
work and its environment, and to establish what factors were of significance to workers of the 
creative knowledge sector.  

Most of the respondents work as Professionals (Table 5.1). The most sizeable groups are 
Physical, mathematical and engineering science professionals (34.0%) and Other 
professionals (27.5%), including such occupations as Business professionals and Lawyers. 
More than one-fifth of the respondents belong to Technicians and associate professionals 
(22.5%), while clerks make up a mere 4.0% of the population and Legislators, senior officials 
and managers - 1.5%. 
 

Table 5.1 - Occupation of creative knowledge workers according to ISCO-88 classification 

ISCO-88 codes Frequency Per cent 

1 Legislators, senior officials and managers, including: 3 1.5 

     13 General managers 3 1.5 

2 Professionals, including: 144 72.0 

     21 Physical, mathematical and engineering science professionals 68 34.0 

     22 Life science and health professionals 1 0.5 

     23 Teaching professionals 20 10.0 

     24 Other professionals 55 27.5 

3 Technicians and associate professionals, including: 45 22.5 

     31 Physical and engineering science associate professionals 15 7.5 

     34 Other associate professionals 30 15.0 

4 Clerks, including: 8 4.0 

     41 Office clerks 7 3.5 

     42 Customer services clerks 1 0.5 

Total 200 100.0 

Source: Survey research 
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A characteristic feature of the occupations in the creative knowledge sector is work on one's 
own account, often in small, one-person businesses. This also goes for the population studied: 
almost one-third (30.9%) of the respondents are self-employed. A decided majority work in 
firms employing fewer than 10 people, or small businesses with up to 50 workers (Table 5.2). 

 
Table 5.2 - Size of the company where the respondents work 

Company size (employment range) Frequency Per cent 

Micro (under 10) 86 43.9 
Small (10-49) 48 24.5 
Medium (50-249) 43 21.9 
Big (over 250) 14 7.1 
Don't know 5 2.6 
Total 196 100.0 
Source: Survey research 

 
In formal terms, most of the creative knowledge workers are employed on contracts. These 
are usually limited permanent contracts (46.4% of the respondents), while 23.0% are 
employed on a fixed term contract. Thus, almost three-fourths of workers of the creative 
knowledge sector serve under a contract of employment. Only 2.0% have no written form of 
contract, and 8.2% are employed on a temporary basis for a concrete project.  

The comparatively high mobility of the creative knowledge workers and their changes of 
both, place of residence and work, makes their length of service rather short. One-third has 
worked in the current place for under a year, and a total of 67.1%, not longer than 5 years.  

The specific nature of employment in the creative knowledge sector usually involves a 
suitable use of the creative potential and knowledge of the workers, which requires 
appropriate conditions and motivation. As a result, the creative knowledge workers polled are 
satisfied primarily with the non-material aspects of their work (Table 5.3). What satisfies 
them best is the friendliness of their working environment - 76.3% of 'satisfied' or 'very 
satisfied' responses. Next come the amount of influence they have over their jobs (69.5%) and 
the sense of achievement they get from work (66.5%). It is largely the 'soft' aspects of work, 
therefore, that make it valuable. If it offers an opportunity for self-actualisation and a suitable 
use of one's creative potential, it engenders greater satisfaction. 'Hard' factors, in turn, are 
often the cause of dissatisfaction - the pay and the amount of holiday time/paid leave are those 
aspects of work which the respondents find the most disappointing (26.0% and 19.6% of 
'dissatisfied' responses, respectively). Also lack of ability to balance professional and personal 
life is one of the major reasons for dissatisfaction. 
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Table 5.3 - Level of satisfaction with particular aspects of job (per cent of responses) 
Aspect Very 

satisfied 
Satisfied Neither Dissatisfied Very 

dissatisfied 
Don't 
know 

Sense of achievement you get from 
your work 

15.0 51.5 25.5 5.0 0.5 2.5 

Scope for using your own initiative 
 

18.2 45.5 27.3 6.6 0.0 2.5 

Amount of influence you have 
over your job 

18.5 51.0 22.0 4.5 1.0 3.0 

Facilities in the workplace 
 

15.7 36.4 32.8 10.6 0.5 4.0 

Intellectually stimulating aspect of 
the job 

20.0 44.0 26.5 5.0 2.0 2.5 

Friendliness of the working 
environment 

30.8 45.5 18.2 4.5 0.0 1.0 

Training you receive 
 

10.8 24.7 31.4 12.9 4.6 15.5 

Amount of pay you receive 
 

8.0 35.5 27.5 14.5 11.5 3.0 

Amount of holiday time/paid leave 
 

10.6 38.7 24.6 13.6 6.0 6.5 

Your job security 
 

16.2 42.9 29.3 5.1 3.0 3.5 

Prospects for career advancement 
 

11.3 31.8 35.4 11.3 4.1 6.2 

Ability to balance your 
professional and personal life 

12.6 41.4 23.2 16.7 2.0 4.0 

Ability to meet and network with 
professionals from the same field 

14.7 47.7 24.9 6.1 2.0 4.6 

Overall satisfaction with job 
 

12.6 61.1 20.2 3.0 1.5 1.5 

Source: Survey research 

 

5.2 Relative importance of the particular aspects of job satisfaction 

In order to examine the relative importance of the particular aspects, the following elements 
were analysed: profession and income, employment status, satisfaction with job, company 
size, and prospects for future in current workplace. 

5.2.1 Profession and income 

A better and more responsible job usually offers greater financial possibilities. This is so in 
the creative knowledge sector. Workers in the group of Professionals (Physical, mathematical 
and engineering science professionals, Life science and health professionals, Teaching 
professionals, Other professionals) earn more than the rest (cf. Table 5.4). Next come 
Technicians and associate professionals (Physical and engineering science associate 
professionals, Other associate professionals), and the Clerks (Office clerks, Customer services 
clerks). 
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Table 5.4 - Monthly income after tax and profession 
Monthly income after tax (in euros) Profession group  
Less than 

500 
500-999 1000-1999 2000-2999 Don't know/ 

refuse 

Total 

Count 0 1 2 0 0 3 Legislators, senior 
officials and managers % 0.0% 33.3% 66.7% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0% 

Count 57 43 12 3 21 136 Professionals 
% 41.9% 31.6% 8.8% 2.2% 15.4% 100.0% 
Count 30 8 1 0 4 43 Technicians and 

associate professionals % 69.8% 18.6% 2.3% 0.0% 9.3% 100.0% 
Count 7 0 1 0 0 8 Clerks 
% 87.5% 0.0% 12.5% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0% 
Count 94 52 16 3 25 190 Total 
% 49.5% 27.4% 8.4% 1.6% 13.2% 100.0% 

Source: Survey research 

 
Creative industries workers are employed as Professionals more often - 77.2%, as against 
66.7% of knowledge-intensive industries workers. In the case of occupations from the 
Technicians and associate professionals and Clerks groups, the proportion of knowledge-
intensive industries workers is higher (25.3% and 7.1%, respectively) than that of creative 
industries workers (19.8% and 1.0%, respectively). Their incomes are also lower than those of 
the Professionals. The kind of occupation is a discriminatory feature especially in the group of 
graduates. Art and media school graduates work as Technicians and associate professionals 
definitely more often (44.0%) than university graduates (24.0%). The latter find employment 
mainly as Professionals (68.0%) or Clerks (8.0%). 

Both the kind of profession and employment in creative industries or knowledge industries 
affect the level of income earned. Creative workers are better off materially. For example, 
while almost a half of knowledge-intensive industries workers earn less than 500 euros per 
month, only one-third of creative industries workers can be put in this income group (cf. 
Table 5.5). 

 
Table 5.5 - Level of income and type of creative knowledge worker 

Level of income (in euros) Type of workers 
Less 

than 500 
500-999 1000-

1999 
2000 and 

more 
Don't know/ 

refuse 

Total 

Creative industries workers 35.1 33.8 9.5 0.0 21.6 100.0 
Art/media school graduates 85.7 9.5 4.8 0.0 0.0 100.0 
Creative workers total 46.3 28.4 8.4 0.0 16.8 100.0 
Knowledge-intensive industries workers 46.5 31.0 9.9 1.4 11.3 100.0 
University graduates 70.8 12.5 4.2 8.3 4.2 100.0 
Knowledge workers total 52.6 26.3 8.4 3.2 9.5 100.0 
Total 49.5 27.4 8.4 1.6 13.2 100.0 
Source: Survey research 
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5.2.2 Employment status  

What is a characteristic feature of creative knowledge workers is that they often run small, 
one-person businesses. This holds less for knowledge workers - 25.8% of them are self-
employed or freelancers, than for creative workers - 36.1% (Figure 5.1). A total of 72.2% of 
knowledge workers work for a different employer than themselves, while in the case of 
creative workers this proportion is 57.7%. The differences are similar within the particular 
groups of respondents, i.e. among workers and graduates. 

 
Figure 5.1 - Employment status of workers 

 

Source: Survey research 

 
Knowledge workers are more often employed on a permanent contract - 51.0%, as against 
41.8% of creative workers. In turn, contracts for a specific project are more popular with 
creative workers (11.2%) than with knowledge workers (5.1%). Generally, few of the 
respondents work without a specified status, i.e. without any contract (a mere 2.0%), but 
among those who do creative workers (3.1%) predominate over knowledge workers (1.0%). 

5.2.3 Satisfaction with job 

The general level of satisfaction with the work performed depends on many factors, both 
material and non-material. In the case of workers of the creative knowledge sector, of 
relatively great significance are those termed 'soft'. Even so, one might expect higher wages to 
generate greater satisfaction with work. It turns out, however, that there is no dependence 
between those elements. This means that workers of the creative knowledge sector, 
irrespective of their level of income, are satisfied with their work (Table 5.6). Thus, income is 
not a determinant of job satisfaction. What is more, this tendency seems to be negative, i.e. 
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those who earn more tend to be less satisfied with their work. What affect overall job 
satisfaction most are small factors connected with it, like the scope for using one's own 
initiative, an intellectually stimulating aspect of the job, the amount of influence one has over 
the job, or a sense of achievement one can get from it. 

 
Table 5.6 - Monthly income after tax and overall satisfaction with job (per cent within 'Monthly income 
after tax' category) 

Overall satisfaction with job  
Very 

satisfied 
Satisfied Neither Dissatisfied Very 

dissatisfied 
Don't 
know 

Total 

Less than 500 9.6 58.5 23.4 4.3 1.1 3.2 100.0 
500-999 13.5 69.2 13.5 1.9 1.9 0.0 100.0 
1000-1999 13.3 46.7 40.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0 
2000-2999 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0 

Monthly 
income 
after tax 
(in euros) 

Don't know/refuse 8.3 70.8 16.7 4.2 0.0 0.0 100.0 
Total 12.2 61.2 20.7 3.2 1.1 1.6 100.0 

Source: Survey research 

 
Thus, a question arises about what affects job satisfaction among the creative knowledge 
workers polled. Correlation analysis has shown the general level of satisfaction with work to 
be mostly associated with: 

• age range - the older the respondents, the more dissatisfied with their work; 
• overall satisfaction with life in the city - those who are satisfied with their work also 

have a good opinion about the city; 
• overall quality of life in neighbourhood - those more satisfied with their work better 

assess the neighbourhood in which they live; 
• housing cost - those less satisfied with their work tend to complain about the high 

housing cost more; 
• contract status in the current job - the more long-term the contract, the greater 

satisfaction with work; and 
• the time the respondents intend to remain in their current job - the greater their 

satisfaction with work, the longer they are planning to stay. 
 
There is also a dependence between overall satisfaction with work and anticipated length of 
service in the firm. The more satisfied the workers, the more ready to stay with the firm and 
create long-term visions of work in it. The anticipated length of service in the firm is also 
positively correlated with the amount of influence they have over the job and the intellectually 
stimulating aspect of the job.  

In turn, there is no relation between satisfaction with work and the number of hours the 
respondents work in a week. What affect the amount of work input is the pay (the higher it is, 
the more work is done), and whether it offers intellectual stimulation (creative workers work 
more if it does). This probably follows from the belief that by working they can also develop 
their own selves. 
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The level of satisfaction with the individual aspects of work is similar among creative workers 
and knowledge workers (Table 5.7). Both categories of respondents think the friendliness of 
the working environment to be among the most crucial. Also overall satisfaction with the job 
is of great significance to all the respondents irrespective of the nature of their work. 
Assessments of those elements with which the respondents are dissatisfied show a similar 
distribution. While the amount of pay received is the most often listed cause for 
dissatisfaction in all the categories with the exception of creative industries workers, the next 
positions in the ranking are occupied by various aspects, especially a limited amount of 
holiday time or paid leave, poor ability to balance the professional and personal life, or the 
training received. 
 
Table 5.7 - Satisfaction with the individual aspects of work depending on the type of worker 

Level of satisfaction (very satisfied + satisfied) Level of dissatisfaction (dissatisfied + very dissatisfied) 

Creative industries workers 
Rank Aspect % Rank Aspect % 

1. Friendliness of the working environment 78.4 1. Amount of holiday time/paid leave 25.0 
2. Amount of influence you have over your job 77.6 2. Amount of pay you receive 23.7 
3. Overall satisfaction with job 73.3 3. Ability to balance your professional and 

personal life 
22.7 

Art/media school graduates 
Rank Aspect % Rank Aspect % 

1. Friendliness of the working environment 92.0 1. Amount of pay you receive 32.0 
2. Overall satisfaction with job 80.0 2. Amount of holiday time/paid leave 25.0 
3. Ability to meet and network with 

professionals from the same field 
80.0 3. Ability to balance your professional and 

personal life 
16.0 

Creative workers total 
Rank Aspect % Rank Aspect % 

1. Friendliness of the working environment 81.8 1. Amount of pay you receive 25.7 
2. Overall satisfaction with job 75.0 2. Amount of holiday time/paid leave 25.0 
3. Amount of influence you have over your job 73.3 3. Ability to balance your professional and 

personal life 
21.0 

Knowledge-intensive industries workers 
Rank Aspect % Rank Aspect % 

1. Friendliness of the working environment 71.6 1. Amount of pay you receive 28.4 
2. Overall satisfaction with job 71.2 2. Training you receive 16.9 
3. Sense of achievement you get from your 

work 
67.6 3. Facilities in the workplace 16.2 

University graduates 
Rank Aspect % Rank Aspect % 

1. Intellectually stimulating aspect of the job 80.0 1. Ability to balance your professional and 
personal life 

24.0 

2. Overall satisfaction with job 76.0 2. Amount of pay you receive 20.0 
3. Friendliness of the working environment 68.0 3. Training you receive 20.0 

Knowledge workers total 
Rank Aspect % Rank Aspect % 

1. Overall satisfaction with job 72.4 1. Amount of pay you receive 26.3 
2. Friendliness of the working environment 70.7 2. Training you receive 17.7 
3. Intellectually stimulating aspect of the job 67.7 3. Ability to balance your professional and 

personal life 
16.3 

Total - all workers 
Rank Aspect % Rank Aspect % 

1. Friendliness of the working environment 76.3 1. Amount of pay you receive 26.0 
2. Overall satisfaction with job 73.7 2. Amount of holiday time/paid leave 19.6 
3. Amount of influence you have over your job 69.5 3. Ability to balance your professional and 

personal life 
18.7 

Source: Survey research 
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5.2.4 Company size 

Most of the creative workers are employed in micro-firms with a staff of 10 and fewer (Figure 
5.2). However, there is a greater proportion of knowledge workers than creative workers in 
this size group (46.5% as against 41.2%). Creative workers, in turn, are a stronger 
representation of small and medium-sized businesses: 52.6% of them work in this type of 
firms as against 40.4% of knowledge workers. Big enterprises usually employ knowledge 
workers (11.1%) rather than creative workers (3.1%). 

 
Figure 5.2 - Size (employment range) of creative workers' companies 

 

Source: Survey research 

 
The size of the firm also affects the time spent at work. Those employed in the micro-
businesses typical of the creative knowledge sector work longer on average than those from 
small, medium-sized and big enterprises (Table 5.8). While 40.0% of workers of firms 
employing under 10 people work longer than 42 hours a week, i.e. longer than the average 40 
hours stipulated in the Polish labour code, only 23.4% of workers of small and 9.3% of 
medium-sized firms do so. 

Long working hours are typical of creative workers: 26.0% of them work more than 42 hours 
a week as against 22.4% of knowledge workers. This means that more knowledge workers 
work less than 42 hours a week (69.4%) than do creative workers (58.0%). The difference 
between creative workers and knowledge workers is the biggest in terms of those working 
between 21 and 30 hours - 18.4% of knowledge workers as against 7.0% of creative workers. 
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Table 5.8 - Company size and working time in the creative knowledge sector  
(per cent of responses) 

Company size Working time (hours per week) 

Micro Small Medium Large 
Less than 20 2.4 6.4 4.7 7.1 
Between 21 and 30 11.8 17.0 11.6 0.0 
Between 31 and 42 36.5 44.7 67.4 57.1 
Between 43 and 55 28.2 23.4 9.3 14.3 
More than 55 hours 11.8 0.0 0.0 7.1 
Varies per week 8.2 6.4 4.7 14.3 
Don't know 1.2 2.1 2.3 0.0 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Source: Survey research 

5.2.5 Prospects for the future in current workplace  

The creative knowledge workers polled assess prospects for their further employment in the 
present firm in various ways (Table 5.9). Knowledge workers prevail in the groups intending 
to work long. 21.2% of creative workers and 9.2% of knowledge workers plan to work less 
than one year. Almost one-third of knowledge workers expect to spend at least one but less 
than three years in the current workplace, while more than one-fifth have plans to stay there 
more than ten years. In the case of creative workers, the latter proportion is a mere third of 
that figure, at 6.1%. It is worth noting that one-third of the respondents (34.0%) are unable to 
define how long they intend to be with the current firm. 

 
Table 5.9 - Anticipated length of stay in the current workplace and the type of worker 
Type of workers Less 

than 6 
months 

Less 
than 1 

year 

Between 
1 and 3 

years 

More than 
3 but less 

than 5 
years 

Between 
5 and 10 

years 

More 
than 10 

years 

Don't 
know 

Creative industries workers 13.5 8.1 23.0 10.8 6.8 6.8 31.1 
Art/media school graduates 0.0 20.0 28.0 8.0 0.0 4.0 40.0 
Creative workers total 10.1 11.1 24.2 10.1 5.1 6.1 33.3 
Knowledge-intensive industries workers 4.1 0.0 27.4 4.1 5.5 17.8 41.1 
University graduates 16.0 8.0 36.0 0.0 4.0 20.0 16.0 
Knowledge workers total 7.1 2.0 29.6 3.1 5.1 18.4 34.7 
Total 8.6 6.6 26.9 6.6 5.1 12.2 34.0 

Source: Survey research 

 
Generally, the respondents list the following potential reasons for leaving their current 
employment: to seek better pay (38.4%), to seek a more interesting job (21.9%), and to seek 
better conditions (13.9%). The wish to seek a better-paid job appears more frequently in the 
group of knowledge workers: this motivation is the strongest for 43.8% of them, while it is so 
for 34.5% of creative workers. Seeking a more interesting job is a more important reason for 
the latter group (25.3%) than for knowledge workers (17.2%). Thus, while the pay motivation 
is the strongest, it is less compelling for creative workers than for knowledge workers. Also 
crucial for creative workers are the non-material aspects of their work, like interest in what 
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they do and the sense of self-actualisation. Knowledge workers are also more willing than 
creative workers to leave their current employment in search of better conditions. 
Interestingly enough, none of the knowledge workers polled intends to leave work in order to 
go abroad, while as many as 9.2% of creative workers declare such an intention. 
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6 MOBILITY OF CREATIVE KNOWLEDGE WORKERS 

One of the chief research aims of the ACRE project is the identification of 'soft' and 'hard' 
factors responsible for an inflow or outflow of the creative sector workers from the Poznan 
metropolitan region (PMR). The division into creative and knowledge workers adopted for 
methodological purposes reflects the hypothesised differences in preferences as to place of 
residence, job and personal development needs of those two groups of workers. The effect of 
various 'soft' and 'hard' factors on the mobility of creative and knowledge workers was 
determined on the basis of an analysis of Kendall's tau correlation coefficient.  

The analysis of the mobility of the creative sector workers was carried out in two aspects: 
past- and future-oriented. When investigating their past actions, the respondents were given a 
question (A3) asking them to state their previous place of residence. To determine what had 
prompted them to move, an analysis was made of the relation between the answers to this 
question and the answers to those concerning the quality of life and work in the PMR. A 
similar analysis was performed to learn the reasons (elicited by question A25) why the 
creative sector workers were planning to leave the PMR in the future. 

 

6.1 Migration movement - Statistical characteristics of creative knowledge 
workers immigrating to the PMR 

Spatial differences in housing and working conditions are a significant factor responsible for 
the movement of the population from one locality to another. Migration movement motivated 
by spatial differences in socio-economic conditions is readily visible in the case of creative 
sector workers. Out of the 200 persons polled in the survey, 79.5% had moved. The remaining 
percentage embraced respondents who had not moved, or did not answer the question. 

Among the creative sector workers living in the PMR, a considerable proportion (52.5%) had 
undertaken within-country migration and moved to their present place of residence from other 
towns in Poland (Table 6.1). In this group workers of knowledge-intensive industries 
predominated. There was also a significant proportion of movement within the PMR limits, 
especially on the part of creative workers. The shifts were between the various quarters of 
Poznan city, and between the city and its surrounding communes. Among creative knowledge 
workers, the highest mobility was displayed by young persons, 24 to 34 years of age. Their 
migrations covered both, the PMR and the whole of Poland. 
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Table 6.1 - Previous and current place of residence of creative knowledge workers  
Area of living   

City 
centre 

Rest of 
core city 

Rest of 
city, 

including 
outskirts 

Village or 
small town 

in metro 
area 

Medium or 
large town 

in metro 
area 

 
Total 

 
 
 

Count 9 25 11 9 3 57 In city but other 
neighbourhood Per cent 15.8 43.9 19.3 15.8 5.3 100.0 

Count 7 21 8 4 2 42 Another city in region/ 
province/ country Per cent  16.7 50.0 19.0 9.5 4.8 100.0 

Count 19 31 8 0 1 59 Another city in country 
Per cent 32.2 52.5 13.6 0.0 1.7 100.0 
Count 0 0 0 1 0 1 Outside Europe 
Per cent 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0 0.0 100.0 

Total Count 35 77 27 14 6 159 

W
he

re
 li

ve
d 

pr
io

r 
to

 
m

ov
in

g 
to

 c
ity

? 

 Per cent 22.0 48.4 17.0 8.8 3.8 100.0 
Source: Survey research 

 
The attractiveness of Poznan city and its importance in the metropolitan region made it the 
destination of most of the creative knowledge workers. But rather than finding a home in the 
city centre, they tended to settle in the surrounding zone. Such preferences were shown by a 
similar proportion of both, creative workers (50.5%) and knowledge workers (49.5%; Table 
6.2). At the same time these two groups of workers accounted for a substantial proportion of 
internal migration: 48.4% of them used to live in other towns in Poland. The decisions made 
by creative knowledge workers as to where to live were motivated by factors of the 'hard' and 
the 'soft' type. Both can have a crucial significance for workers from outside Poznan. On the 
one hand, the immigrants can rent or buy dwellings on favourable financial conditions 
allowed by the large-panel type of housing offered in the part of the city surrounding its 
centre. On the other, by living there they have an opportunity of savouring the unique 
downtown climate. 

 
Table 6.2 - Creative knowledge workers and their place of residence in the PMR  

Area of living (per cent)  

City 
centre 

Rest of 
core city 

Rest of 
city, 

including 
outskirts 

Village or 
small 

town in 
metro area 

Medium 
or large 
town in 

metro area 

Don't 
know 

 
Total 

 
 
 

Creative industries workers 18.4 50.0 17.1 13.2 1.3 0.0 100.0 
Art/media school graduates 28.0 52.0 16.0 4.0 0.0 0.0 100.0 
Creative workers total 20.8 50.5 16.8 10.9 1.0 0.0 100.0 
Knowledge intensive industries workers 18.9 47.3 14.9 10.8 8.1 0.0 100.0 
University graduates 16.0 56.0 16.0 4.0 8.0 0.0 100.0 
Knowledge workers total 18.2 49.5 15.2 9.1 8.1 0.0 100.0 

T
yp

e 
of

 w
or

ke
rs

 

Total 19.5 50.0 16.0 10.0 4.5 0.0 100.0 
Source: Survey research 
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6.2 Factors influencing creative knowledge workers’ decision to immigrate to 
the PMR 

'Soft' factors, while often hard to measure, have started playing an increasingly important role 
in enhancing the attractiveness of metropolitan areas at a time of economic growth. In the 
light of the survey research conducted among creative knowledge workers under the ACRE 
project, it is largely this type of factors that underlie their decision to move to the PMR.  

Despite changes in lifestyles and the growing importance of the material aspects of life, the 
creative sector workers in the PMR appreciate the traditional ways of life. Cherishing 
nearness to family and friends, they chose the PMR as a place where they could be in close 
contact with them (Table 6.3). Among the respondents in whom this behaviour pattern 
prevailed were primarily creative workers. 

 
Table 6.3 - Previous place of residence and reasons for moving to Poznan – importance of family (per cent 
of responses) 

Importance of family as reason for settling in Poznan  

ranked 1 ranked 2 ranked 3 ranked 4 not ranked 

Total 

Count 18 16 3 1 19 57 In city but other neigh-
bourhood Per cent 31.6 28.1 5.3 1.8 33.3 100.0 

Count 3 4 1 1 33 42 Another city in 
region/province/ country Per cent 7.1 9.5 2.4 2.4 78.6 100.0 

Count 7 3 4 4 41 59 Another city in country 
Per cent 11.9 5.1 6.8 6.8 69.5 100.0 
Count 0 1 0 0 0 1 Outside Europe 
Per cent 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0 

Total Count 28 24 8 6 93 159 

W
he

re
 li

ve
d 

pr
io

r 
to

 m
ov

in
g 

to
 c

ity
 

 Per cent 17,6 15.1 5.0 3.8 58.5 100.0 
Source: Survey research 

 
A bit different, though equally hard to measure, were the motives of knowledge workers. One 
of the factors that had decided them to move to the PMR was their attachment to Poznan, the 
city where they had studied and then settled as academic staff at universities (Table 6.4)). The 
presence in Poznan of scientific circles associated with higher schools and cultural institutions 
offering high-brow services creates, in their opinion, an atmosphere of openness and tolerance 
indispensable for creativity. 

The next-ranking factor in the decision of the creative knowledge workers to move to the 
PMR, after the nearness of the family, was accessibility of private space. It was especially 
highly appreciated by creative workers (Table 6.5). This group, with generally more 
comfortable incomes than knowledge workers, have settled in the Poznan suburban zone or in 
the communes of Poznan poviat. They often live in high-standard, mansion-type houses with 
ample open garden space. 
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Table 6.4 - Creative knowledge workers and reasons for moving to Poznan – importance of studying in 
Poznan (per cent of responses) 

Importance of studying in Poznan as reason for living in 
this city  

 

ranked 1 ranked 2 ranked 3 ranked 4 not ranked 

 Total 

Creative industries workers 26.3 11.8 10.5 3.9 47.4 100.0 
Art/media school graduates 36.0 16.0 8.0 4.0 36.0 100.0 
Creative workers total 28.7 12.9 9.9 4.0 44.6 100.0 
Knowledge intensive industries workers 37.8 9.5 6.8 5.4 40.5 100.0 
University graduates 40.0 12.0 20.0 0.0 28.0 100.0 
Knowledge workers total 38.4 10.1 10.1 4.0 37.4 100.0 

T
yp

e 
of

 w
or

ke
rs

 

Total 33.5 11.5 10.0 4.0 41.0 100.0 
Source: Survey research 

 

Table 6.5 - Creative knowledge workers and reasons for moving to Poznan – importance of accessibility of 
open space (per cent of responses) 

Importance of accessibility of private open space as reason 
for settling in Poznan 

 

Very 
important 

Quite 
important 

Somewhat 
important 

Not 
important 

Don't 
know 

 
Total 
 

Creative industries workers 40.0 30.7 13.3 6.7 9.3 100.0 
Art/media school graduates 28.0 44.0 24.0 0.0 4.0 100.0 
Creative workers total 37.0 34.0 16.0 5.0 8.0 100.0 
Knowledge intensive industries workers 38.4 35.6 11.0 8.2 6.8 100.0 
University graduates 8.0 20.0 40.0 24.0 8.0 100.0 
Knowledge workers total 30.6 31.6 18.4 12.2 7.1 100.0 

T
yp

e 
of

 w
or

ke
rs

 

Total 33.8 32.8 17.2 8.6 7.6 100.0 
Source: Survey research 

 
Other 'soft' factors that have prompted the creative knowledge workers to move to the PMR 
include accessibility of recreational facilities, as shown by a relation observed between their 
former place of residence and the accessibility of such amenities. Their easy availability in the 
PMR makes the creative knowledge workers satisfied. This factor also accounts for the 
respondents' movements within the PMR, to other city quarters and sub-Poznan communes: 
they seek more attractive, higher-standard flats and houses in which the developers have 
guaranteed a wide range of recreational facilities (e.g. playgrounds for children, fitness 
centres, swimming pools).  

The creative knowledge workers, and in particular creative workers who have moved to the 
PMR from other regions of Poland, usually have fairly high and stable incomes. This makes 
them eligible for bank credit and allows them an increase in the consumption of material 
goods. As a result, they change home when they buy a new property, or improve their 
mobility by the purchase of one or more cars. In terms of the number of cars possessed, 
creative workers were better off (Table 6.6). Their several vehicles allowed a greater number 
of household members to travel fast and individually.  
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Table 6.6 - Creative knowledge workers and the number of cars (per cent of responses) 
Number of cars  

None 1 car 2 cars 3 or more 

  
Total 

Creative industries workers 17.1 50.0 21.1 11.8 100.0 
Art/media school graduates 40.0 32.0 12.0 16.0 100.0 
Creative workers total 22.8 45.5 18.8 12.9 100.0 
Knowledge intensive industries workers 28.4 47.3 20.3 4.1 100.0 
University graduates 25.0 54.2 8.3 12.5 100.0 
Knowledge workers total 27.6 49.0 17.3 6.1 100.0 

T
yp

e 
of

 w
or

ke
rs

 

Total 25.1 47.2 18.1 9.5 100.0 
Source: Survey research 

 
When discussing the 'soft' factors playing a crucial role in decisions of moving to the PMR, 
worth noting is the need to create a civil society felt by the creative knowledge workers. The 
research showed there to be a dependence between their movement to the PMR and 
participation in local associations of residents. Activity in various types of citizen 
organisations in the metropolitan area gave them an opportunity to show their own initiative 
and voice their opinions in social discussion. This factor did not have a direct influence on 
their decisions to move to the PMR because a mere one-third of the respondents declared 
participation in residents' organisations, with creative workers (17.2%) being more active in 
this field than knowledge workers (14.4%).  

Factors of a 'hard' nature that decided the respondents to move to the PMR can be divided into 
two groups. One concerns the accessibility of transport infrastructure and the other, job 
availability. 

The accessibility, kind and rank of transport infrastructure for the creative knowledge workers 
as factors deciding them to move to the PMR are connected with their levels of income. 
Accessibility of such elements of transport infrastructure and major roads and the A2 
motorway was more important to creative workers than knowledge workers. This is 
connected with the generally higher incomes of the former group allowing them to own a 
greater number of cars. Thus, the nearness of major roads and the A2 motorway indicated by 
the creative workers were of no little significance to them as a consideration in moving to the 
PMR (Table 6.7). 
 
Table 6.7 - Creative knowledge workers and reasons for moving to Poznan – importance of nearness of 
main roads and motorways (per cent of responses) 

Nearness of main roads and motorways  
Very 

important 
Quite 

important 
Somewhat 
important 

Not 
important 

Don't 
know 

  
Total 

 
Creative industries workers 10.8 27.0 33.8 16.2 12.2 100.0 
Art/media school graduates 4.0 8.0 48.0 32.0 8.0 100.0 
Creative workers total 9.1 22.2 37.4 20.2 11.1 100.0 
Knowledge intensive industries workers 8.2 20.5 43.8 19.2 8.2 100.0 
University graduates 0.0 28.0 32.0 36.0 4.0 100.0 
Knowledge workers total 6.1 22.4 40.8 23.5 7.1 100.0 

T
yp

e 
of

 w
or

ke
rs

 

Total 7.6 22.3 39.1 21.8 9.1 100.0 
Source: Survey research 
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In turn, the knowledge workers with their smaller number of cars relied more heavily on the 
metropolitan public transport: more than 32% declared they used it more than 5 times a week. 
Hence the quality and accessibility of public transport as a factor of movement to the PMR 
was of greater importance to the knowledge workers than to the creative workers.  

When discussing the reasons for which creative knowledge workers decided to move to the 
PMR, one cannot ignore such a vital 'hard' factor as work. It should be emphasised, however, 
that no significant relationship was found to occur between satisfaction with the qualitative 
elements of work (e.g. the salary, amenities at work, the feeling of fulfilment) and the 
previous place of residence. Hence, qualitative factors had no major effect on the movement 
of the creative knowledge workers to the PMR. What the analysis did reveal, in turn, was that 
in spite of the region's good economic situation a more significant problem was the very 
possession of a job and fear of its loss. This was the opinion presented by mobile creative 
knowledge workers who had previously lived in the other quarters of Poznan or in the 
communes of Poznan poviat. Still, the fear of job loss in this group of respondents was 
connected with lack of better positions furthering their careers rather than with general job 
availability. Those from the other towns of the region or country were motivated, in 
emigrating to the PMR, by a wish to find work in the new place. They displayed a higher 
level of optimism as manifested by the opinion that the target region would guarantee them 
the fulfilment of their plans. 

The analysis of reasons underlying the mobility of creative knowledge workers and their 
arrival in the PMR has shown an increasing importance of factors of a 'soft' nature. This is 
corroborated by the connection between an earlier place of residence and reasons that have 
inclined them to move to the PMR. A dominant group of the respondents were motivated 
primarily by a pure wish to settle there (considering it an attractive place to live), while 
finding a job was of secondary importance. 

 

6.3 Migration movements – Statistical characteristics of creative knowledge 
workers emigrating from the Poznan Metropolitan Region 

The 1989-2006 rate of PMR’s socio-economic development provides grounds for optimistic 
forecasts concerning raising standards of living in the region. This is reflected in good 
economic indices as well as the scale and direction of movement when it comes to workers, 
especially creative knowledge ones. Among those polled, a sample of 200, just little more 
than 12.2% declare that they will definitely leave the PMR or are very likely to do so. Most of 
those polled (56.9%), however, claim that they are not going to leave PMR over the next three 
years (Table 6.8). 
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Table 6.8 - Creative knowledge workers and likelihood of moving away from Poznan in the next three 
years (per cent of responses) 

Likelihood of respondents’ moving away from Poznan in 
the next 3 years 

  

Almost 
definitely 

Very 
likely 

Somewhat 
likely 

Not too 
likely 

Not likely 
at all 

Creative workers  5.3 2.6 18.4 55.3 18.4 
Art/media school graduates 4.0 24.0 16.0 52.0 4.0 
Creative workers total  5.0 7.9 17.8 54.5 14.9 
Knowledge intensive  industries workers  6.9 4.2 5.6 58.3 25.0 
University graduates 4.2 8.3 8.3 62.5 16.7 
Knowledge workers total 6.3 5.2 6.3 59.4 22.9 

T
yp
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of
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or
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rs

 

Total 5.6 6.6 12.2 56.9 18.8 
Source: Survey research 

 
The development of the PMR, and especially Poznan as an academic centre, offers knowledge 
workers a unique opportunity of finding an interesting job at universities. This is proved by 
the fact that 60% of university employees being part of creative knowledge workers wish to 
stay in the PMR. The unwillingness of well-educated inhabitants to move outside the PMR 
will contribute considerably to the development of the region based on qualified labour force. 
Another opportunity for creative workers, especially highly qualified specialists wanting to 
stay in the region, to display their skills and qualifications is the development in the areas of 
culture, media, modern construction projects and IT that has been taking place since 1989. 

A negative aspect of the planned migrations is the age of people wishing to leave the PMR 
within the next three years. Just as in the case of people immigrating to the PMR, the majority 
of those wishing to leave it are between 24 and 34 years old (53.6%). They are mostly art and 
media school graduates who, having completed their higher education, plan to leave the PMR 
and go abroad, largely for financial reasons. Mostly, however, it is only a temporary 
migration connected with their desire to earn money abroad and come back to their home 
country with their resources. 

 

6.4 Factors influencing creative knowledge workers’ decision to emigrate from 
the PMR  

The survey carried out among creative knowledge workers concerning their mobility has 
shown that there are 'soft' and 'hard' factors that influence their plans to leave the PMR within 
the next three years. One can infer from the small number of workers wishing to leave the 
PMR that the region offers their inhabitants a chance to raise their standard of living and a 
prospect of stabilisation. 

Although the socio-economic conditions in the PMR are believed to be favourable, 
conclusions drawn from the analysis concerning reasons for migration can help the local 
authorities to identify social and economic areas which still need improvement. At the same 
time the conclusions can provide a basis for working out a policy stopping the most talented 
creative knowledge workers from leaving the region. 
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It is not easy to define factors influencing the decision to migrate. One of the reasons is the 
small number of people surveyed and the small group of creative knowledge workers who 
wish to leave the PMR. In spite of this, an analysis has been carried out which helps to 
pinpoint main causes for migration. These are 'soft' and 'hard' factors. As is the case with 
factors determining migration into the PMR, 'soft' factors have been playing an increasingly 
important role in the decision to leave it. These are mainly the availability of flats and housing 
conditions. As far as 'hard' factors are concerned, the most significant incentive is the one 
connected with work. 

The first category of 'soft' factors showing a relation with the planned leaving of Poznan 
comprises the availability of dwellings and housing conditions. The problems with flats that 
the PMR experiences stem from years of neglect connected with inadequate policies both at 
the government level (lack of social construction development plans and tax exemptions) and 
the local level (e.g. a small number of local plans of spatial development). Despite the fact 
that since 2004 the number of construction investments has been rising, it is still difficult to 
make up for the neglect, and the need to have one’s own flat is still unsatisfied. This 
contributes to rising prices of properties both to be sold and to be let, which makes people 
seek additional or new sources of income to be able to buy their own flat. That is why creative 
knowledge workers, and especially knowledge workers, are determined to leave the PMR 
within the next three years. These are two-way migrations. On the one hand, they plan to go 
abroad, where they can raise capital to buy their own flat and then go back to Poland after a 
few years. On the other hand, creative knowledge workers intend to move somewhere outside 
the PMR where they can buy their own plot of land and build a house at an affordable price 
(e.g. in Szamotuly or Kórnik). This kind of migration, however, means commuting to work, 
mainly to Poznan. 

However, the poor availability of flats is not the only reason why people leave the PMR. Bad 
housing conditions also play an important role, e.g. the socialist-era architecture with its high-
rise, large-panel buildings and degraded 19th century housing stock as well as the size of flats 
are the three main causes given by creative knowledge workers. The respondents remark on 
both, their immediate place of residence (the household) and what its surroundings look like 
(Table 6.9). They, especially creative workers, are worried by dilapidated communal 
buildings dating to the beginning of the 20th century which are occupied by various 
categories of people, often with low incomes and from a pathological environment. Because 
of that some quarters are constantly being devastated and any attempt to renovate them is 
pointless, which means that some of the residential districts in the city centre become 
uninhabited. People with higher incomes, including creative knowledge workers, move to 
other districts, often outside the PMR, or are planning to do so shortly. 
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Table 6.9 - Likelihood of leaving Poznan and the fulfilment of expectations connected with the 
neighbourhood (per cent of responses) 

Fulfilment of expectations connected with 
neighbourhood 

 

Yes No 

Total 

Count 7 4 11 Almost definitely 
Per cent  63.6 36.4 100.0 
Count 11 2 13 Very likely 
Per cent  84.6 15.4 100.0 
Count 20 4 24 Somewhat likely 
Per cent 83.3 16.7 100.0 
Count 93 17 110 Not too likely 
Per cent  84.5 15.5 100.0 
Count 35 2 37 Not likely at all 
Per cent 94.6 5.4 100.0 

Total Count 166 29 195 
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 Per cent 85.1% 14.9 100.0 
Source: Survey research 

 
What ensures the ease of migration from the PMR is the lack of credit burdens connected with 
buying a flat. Creative knowledge workers renting flats from private persons are more willing 
to leave the PMR in the future than other people from the same group who have a mortgage or 
their own dwelling without a credit burden (Table 6.10). 

 
Table 6.10 - Creative knowledge workers and the type of home/ dwelling ownership (per cent of 
responses) 

Type of ownership   

Own 
without 

mortgage 

Own 
with 

mortgage 

Tenant, 
paying 
rent to 
private 

landlord 

Tenant, 
paying rent 

in social/ 
voluntary/ 
municipal 

housing 

Accommod
ation is 

provided 
rent free 

Other Don't 
know 

Total 

Creative industries workers 40.8 22.4 15.8 9.2 5.3 6.6 0.0 100.0 
Art/media school graduates 16.0 12.0 32.0 24.0 4.0 12.0 0.0 100.0 
Creative workers total 34.7 19.8 19.8 12.9 5.0 7.9 0.0 100.0 
Knowledge intensive 
industries workers 

32.9 21.9 21.9 8.2 4.1 11.0 0.0 100.0 

University graduates 28.0 4.0 36.0 16.0 0.0 16.0 0.0 100.0 
Knowledge workers total 31.6 17.3 25.5 10.2 3.1 12.2 0.0 100.0 
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Total 33.2 18.6 22.6 11.6 4.0 10.1 0.0 100.0 
Source: Survey research 

 
Among 'soft' factors influencing the creative knowledge workers’ decision to leave the PMR 
are tensions between social groups with different incomes (Table 6.11). Although the 
statistical link with the decision in question seems to be weak, this tension may constitute 
another incentive for creative knowledge workers to emigrate. 
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Table 6.11 - Likelihood of leaving Poznan and tension between people with high and low incomes (per cent 
of responses) 

Agreement with statement that there is tension in Poznan between 
people with high and low incomes 

 

Strongly 
agree 

Agree Neither Disagree Strongly 
disagree 

Don't 
know 

Total 
 

Count 0 6 4 1 0 0 11 Almost 
definitely Per cent 0.0 54.5 36.4 9.1 0.0 0.0 100.0 

Count 0 5 2 4 0 2 13 Very likely 
Per cent 0.0 38.5 15.4 30.8 0.0 15.4 100.0 
Count 1 4 5 5 2 6 23 Some-what 

likely Per cent 4.3 17.4 21.7 21.7 8.7 26.1 100.0 
Count 3 18 41 22 2 26 112 Not too 

likely Per cent 2.7 16.1 36.6 19.6 1.8 23.2 100.0 
Count 3 5 5 9 2 13 37 Not likely 

at all Per cent 8.1 13.5 13.5 24.3 5.4 35.1 100.0 
Total Count 7 38 57 41 6 47 196 
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 Per cent 3.6% 19.4 29.1 20.9 3.1 24.0 100.0 
Source: Survey research 

 
Another group of reasons influencing creative knowledge workers’ decision to emigrate from 
the PMR comprises 'hard' factors such as availability and conditions of work. However, when 
it comes to factors behind creative knowledge workers’ planned emigration from the PMR, it 
is not the unavailability of work that is crucial, but conditions in which it is supposed to be 
done. One could risk a conclusion that it is quality, and not quantity, that matters. Although in 
general creative knowledge workers are happy about their working conditions, they, and 
especially creative workers, do plan to leave the PMR. In this way they hope to attain an even 
higher level of comfort by making new contacts with a wide variety of specialists, by 
developing their career paths, and by getting a job in a more interesting and more challenging 
environment. 
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7 OPINIONS ABOUT POZNAN AS A CREATIVE CITY 

Respondents, whatever creativity means to them, have their own, subjective ideas and 
opinions about the creative sector in the place where they live. Poznan residents were asked 8 
questions which were to examine their subjective assessment of the level of creativity of 
Poznan in comparison with other Polish and European cities, and its components, such as 
creative people, events and places: 

 

1. In your opinion, is Poznan a creative city in comparison with other Polish cities? 

2. Which Polish cities would you describe as the most creative? 

3. Which European cities would you describe as the most creative? 

4. Could you please name the most creative people (their profession) in Poznan? 

5. Could you please name the kinds of activities/spheres of Poznan’s socio-economic life 

which you consider creative? 

6. Could you please name places/areas in your city which you consider creative? 

7. Could you please name institutions and organisations in your city that you would term 

most creative? 

8. Could you please name creative events and happenings that take place in your city? 

 
The last, ninth question was to elicit the respondents’ opinion about Poznan authorities’ 
initiatives and its residents’ demands for increasing the role of creative sectors in Poznan city 
life.  
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7.1 Creativity of Poznan in comparison with other Polish and European cities 

The first question, which was “Is Poznan a creative city?”, was to show the residents’ general 
opinion about their city’s creativity. All respondents answered this question (Table 7.1). 

 
Table 7.1 - The structure of answers to the question: „Is Poznan a creative city?” 
Type of answer Number of responses Per cent 

Definitely yes  18 9.0 
Rather yes 100 50.0 
Yes and no 47 23.5 
Rather not 22 11.0 
Definitely not 1 0.5 
I don’t know 12 6.0 
Total 200 100.0 
Source: Survey research 

 
Over half of the Poznan residents polled claim that the city can be called creative: definitely – 
9%, quite so (answers rather yes) – 50%. 23.5% of the respondents are ambivalent, 
underlining that the city has some creative qualities, but also qualities that are far from 
creative (answer yes and no). 11.5% do not consider Poznan a creative city and 6% have no 
opinion on the subject. 

In the next question the respondents were asked to name Polish and European cities 
(maximum 3 of each) which they associated with creativity most. Poznan residents consider 
their city the third most creative city in Poland (37% of the answers, Table 7.2) and name 
Wroclaw (58%) and Krakow (55%) as the most creative cities.  
 

Table 7.2 - Creative cities in Poland according to the respondents’ opinion  
City Number of responses Per cent 

Wroclaw 115 57.5 
Cracow 109 54.5 
Poznan 73 36.5 
Warsaw 65 32.5 
Gdansk 46 23.0 
Gdynia 10 5.0 
Sopot 8 4.0 
Torun 4 2.0 
Lodz 4 2.0 
Source: Survey research 

 
The high position of Cracow in the ranking seems to be a reflection of the great image of the 
city that every Pole treasures, as a former capital of Poland in the country’s years of glory. It 
is a city full of vintage buildings and monuments, institutions and cultural events, a city 
considered one of Europe’s most beautiful urban places with its centre on the UNESCO’s 
World Heritage List. Cracow, with the longest academic tradition in this part of Europe, an 
important religious centre of the country, is perceived as the cultural centre of Poland, 
outstripping Warsaw in this matter. 
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However, the high classification of Wroclaw is much more interesting in terms of 
interpretation. Until the mid-1990s the city’s economic development as well as the 
development of its supra-regional functions was quite poor in relation to the number of its 
inhabitants. After the disastrous flood of 1997, Wroclaw went through a kind of catharsis, 
uniting its forces in reconstructing the city and working out a long-term strategy of 
development. In a short period, thanks to good management, the city’s competitiveness 
increased attracting foreign capital and numerous cultural events. The city even applied to 
hold Expo twice, in 2008 and in 2012. In the last couple of years the authorities and residents 
of Wroclaw, supported by good territorial marketing, showed great determination in pursuing 
a defined goal. Thanks to great national and international promotion they managed to implant 
an image of Wroclaw as a dynamic, open and creative city in the public consciousness in a 
short time. This image, despite many unsolved problems of everyday life (horrible public 
transport), was also reflected in the respondents’ answers. It is believed that for the last few 
years Poznan has had a complex about Wroclaw, even though Poznan outstrips its competitor 
city in many rankings. In view of the increase in competitiveness, the cities’ rivalry may turn 
out to be advantageous for both metropolitan regions. 

It is worth emphasising that in our survey Poznan outstrips the capital, Warsaw, and the ports, 
most importantly Gdansk, which attracts many tourists and has an established position in 
Europe (as the cradle of the socio-political Solidarity movement). 

The respondents were also asked to give examples of creative cities (maximum 3) in Europe. 
352 answers were given, which means that one respondent indicated 1.8 cities (one 
respondent indicated 2.2 creative cities in Poland). The capitals of the largest European 
countries: Paris, Berlin and London, were definitely the most popular ones (Table 7.3). The 
high classification of Berlin (better than London) may be caused by Berlin’s close proximity 
to Poland, frequent trips of the residents of Poznan to this city (to work, for shopping, to the 
airport, etc.) and therefore the respondents’ good knowledge of the city. Other highly 
classified cities were: Prague, visited by a great number of tourists from Poznan, followed by 
Barcelona, Amsterdam and Rome. Out of the cities that take part in the ACRE project, Milan, 
Munich, Helsinki, Budapest, Riga and Toulouse were mentioned at least once.  

 
Table 7.3 - Creative cities in Europe 
City Number of indications Per cent 

Paris 73 36.5 
Berlin 67 33.5 
London 58 29.0 
Prague 26 13.0 
Barcelona 20 10.0 
Amsterdam 18 9.0 
Rome 15 7.5 
Brussels 11 5.5 
Milan 7 3.5 
Moscow 6 3.0 
Other: 1-3% of indications: Madrid, Dublin, Munich, Vienna, Budapest, Copenhagen, Helsinki, Lisbon, Venice, Bilbao, 
Edinburgh. 
Source: Survey research 
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7.2 Components of the city’s creativity (people, activities, institutions, events, 
places) 

The residents were requested to name the most creative people, places and events in Poznan 
(maximum 3 of each). 

As many as 122 respondents (61%) did not want to or could not indicate any creative person 
(persons). The researchers observed a relatively large dispersion amongst the registered 
statements, which shows that the term creative person is variously understood. A total of 78 
respondents gave 29 names of people they considered creative. The indicated persons were of 
various professions: starting with the mayor, councillors and politicians representing Poznan 
in Warsaw, through scientists, architects, cultural personages, businessmen and clergymen, to 
actresses and footballers.  

The respondents recognised Grażyna and Jan Kulczyk as the most creative people. Their high 
place on the list is the result of their investments and cultural activity in Poznan over the last 
15 years. Grażyna Kulczyk, first on the list, was indicated 24 times (by 12% of all 
respondents, 31% of those who answered the question). After the impressive Kulczyk family 
fortune was divided, she has been considered the wealthiest woman in Poland (the weekly 
Wprost, 2007). Mrs Kulczyk has been the founder and only shareholder of the Fortis company 
since 1998. It was created to modernise and restructure an old brewery into a modern Stary 
Browar (“Old Brewery”) Trade, Business and Art Centre. At present, the company is 
responsible for managing and planning further development of the Old Brewery. She has been 
the animator and patron of many artistic and cultural events in the city, like sculpture and 
painting exhibitions, theatrical and opera performances, or musical concerts. She collects art. 
Part of her collection, which has been amassed for over 30 years, is exhibited in the Old 
Brewery modern art gallery. 

The second most creative person in Poznan, according to the ranking, is Jan Kulczyk 
(indicated 15 times, by 8% of all respondents, 19% of those who answered the question). Jan 
Kulczyk, Ph.D., has been considered one of the greatest Polish businessmen for many years. 
In the weekly Wprost and the monthly Forbes, Jan Kulczyk has been named one of the ten 
richest people in Poland (the richest in 2000-2006). This businessman from Poznan is active 
in charity work within the Kulczyk Family Foundation, which has opened a scholarship fund 
for students and young scientists in Poznan. There are no definite leaders among the rest of 
the creative residents of Poznan. The respondents listed a large number of architects, cultural 
animators (directors of theatres and operas, the conductor of the most popular boys’ choir in 
Poland) and representatives of the municipal government (the mayor most often). The names 
of the other 20 people were incidental. 

Relatively few indications of creative persons in the city, lack of definite leaders (except two 
persons from the business world) from politics, culture and science provokes a reflection on 
the personal dimension of Poznan’s creativity (from the perspective of the respondents’ 
evaluation). Many opinions about elites given by representatives of the scientific world 
(sociologists, political and cultural scientists) confirm a belief that Poznan lacks charismatic 
figures of both a national and a European dimension. The reasons for this phenomenon are 
said to be: pragmatism of the residents, who work organically but not spectacularly, a poor 
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image in the media of the people who create political, economic, social and cultural life of the 
city, and also the elite’s emigration abroad or to other large Polish cities, especially to 
Warsaw (in the wake of emigrating companies and institutions). 

In the next question the respondents were asked to indicate the most creative activity or 
sphere of socio-economic life in Poznan. This question allowed a confrontation of the 
academic and the practical knowledge of which sectors are considered creative (the results are 
shown in Table 7.4). The respondents gave surprisingly few answers. Only 59 persons (30%) 
indicated one or more kinds of activity in the city which could be considered creative. Some 
refused to answer: “I don’t really know what creative sectors are”, “I live in the city too short 
to estimate that”, “I take too little part in the city life”. 

 
Table 7.4 - Creative sectors according to the respondents  
Creative sector  Per cent of 

answers 
Creative sector  Per cent of 

answers 
Art and culture 13 Business 2 
Architecture, construction, urban planning 4 Design  2 
Exhibitions, fairs 3 Higher education 2 
Hi-tech industry 2 Trade 2 
Banking, financial sector  2 IT 2 
Source: Survey research 

 
In the very few statements they made, most respondents expressed their opinion that the most 
creative sectors in the city were cultural and artistic activities (25 of all respondents – 12%, 
21% of those who answered the question). This conviction is corroborated again by the 
examples of creative places and events. The building and architecture sector was second on 
the list, which may be caused by the fact that the city building business has been brisk in the 
last few years. Other spheres of the city life were named only occasionally. This holds for the 
typically creative sectors like modern technology, design, higher education or IT – these were 
seldom recognised as such by the respondents in Poznan. 

The response rate obtained for the question concerning creative institutions and organisations 
was equally low – only 33% of all respondents answered it. They named a total of 30 entities 
of this kind operating in Poznan. However, there were no definite leaders – organisations 
which would be associated unambiguously with creativity. This may show that creative 
sectors in Poznan have a poorly developed institutional base or that institutions working in 
this sector are still not household brands and have poor PR. The respondents named such 
creative institutions as: the Old Brewery (6%), Zamek (“Castle”) Cultural Centre (4%), 
Poznan theatres (4%), and Adam Mickiewicz University (3%). Other institutions were 
indicated only occasionally, for example: a technological park, the Polish Academy of 
Sciences, the Poznan Supercomputing and Networking Centre, the Art Centre, and even the 
Polish-Irish Society. The conclusion that we can draw from the above list is that the residents 
have a better knowledge of institutions working in the cultural sector and a broadly 
understood social sphere than of business, new technologies, or the economic sector in 
general (which is better known at a personal level: the names of business people described as 
creative). 
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The socio-cultural image of the creativity of Poznan is confirmed by the results of the part of 
the questionnaire concerning creative events and places in the city. The response rates were 
higher here than in the previous questions (42% and 40%, respectively), and the results are 
shown in Table 7.5. 

 
Table 7.5 - The most creative events in the city 
Event Per cent of 

answers 
Event Per cent of 

answers 
Malta International Theatre Festival 42 Museum Night  4 
Poznan International Fairs 6 Dance Biennial  3 
Exhibitions, concerts 5 Euro 2012 2 
Student Rag Days 4 Events in Castle Cultural Centre  2 
St John’s Fair 4 750th anniversary of the city 1 
Source: Survey research 

 
According to the respondents, the most creative event in Poznan is the annual cultural event 
known as the Malta International Theatre Festival. There is only one such event in Poland and 
it is one of the most prestigious events of this kind in the world. So far seventeen editions of 
this festival have been held in Poznan. 80 theatrical troupes, 100 projects and 200 
presentations – these 2007 figures say a lot about its prestige. The festival is a concentration 
of theatrical performances and plays, group dances, music (often avant-garde) and pop 
cultural mass-events. The festival is often called “a theatre in untheatrical places” (many plays 
are performed by Lake Malta, in public buildings and squares, etc.) and draws hundreds of 
thousands of spectators. It is one of the most recognisable cultural events both in Poznan and 
in Poland. The festival lasts 10 days. 

The Museum Night1 is another cultural event recognised by the respondents. Its idea is that 
one night museums, galleries and institutions are made available to the public. The organisers 
also prepare special attractions, for example visiting facilities that are usually unavailable to 
the public, concerts, food and drinks, workshops, genre scenes, etc. Visitors pay only a 
symbolic fee or no fee at all. So far there have been 5 editions of the Museum Night in 
Poznan. 

Other creative events mentioned by the respondents are: St John’s Fair (an annual trade and 
culture event that takes place in the Old Market), Student Rag (Student Days, march, concerts, 
a ceremony in which the mayor gives students the keys to the city gates), Poznan International 
Fairs (a series of trade shows, the most important of which are the Tour Salon – a fair of 
regions and tourist products, Polagra Food – a trade fair devoted to food products and 
catering, and the Poznan Fashion Days – an annual event for the clothing sector 
professionals). Single respondents indicated other events as creative and interesting: the 
Marathon (largest in Poland), the Festival for Women (Progessteron), the Art for Children 
Biennial (16 editions), and the Ale Kino! International Young Audience Film Festival (25 
                                                 
1 The first Museum Night (Lange Nacht der Museen) took place in Berlin in 1997. As it became very popular, 
similar events started to mushroom in other cities, among others Nuit Blanche in Paris and museums-n8 in 
Amsterdam. At present 120 European cities organise such events. The first Museum Night in Poland was held in 
Cracow. 
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editions). None of the 200 respondents indicated the controversial Equality March that is held 
every year, which may confirm the conservative or at least reserved attitude of the 
respondents to this kind of events.  

Events organised by the city’s scientific circles are rarely if ever noticed. There is the annual 
Poznan Science and Art Festival popular with the youth that has been organised by Poznan's 
largest higher schools for the last 10 years (the 10th anniversary in 2007 was held under the 
slogan: “Learn from the best”) and the Scientists Night2 analogous to the Museum Night. 

The next question concerned creative places, buildings, establishments and spaces where 
interesting events are organised, places with a creative and innovative atmosphere. 79 persons 
answered (40% of all respondents) indicating a total of 150 creative places. Table 7.6 and 
Figure 7.1 show the results. 

 
Table 7.6 - Creative places in Poznan 

Creative place Character of place % of 
indications 

Malta Recreational park by Lake Malta, venue of Theatre Festival 18 
Old Brewery Shopping centre (trade, business and art) 15 
Old Market Central market in the city 8 
Citadel Largest park in the city 5 
Poznan International Fairs Venue of trade exhibitions 3 
Higher schools Mainly Adam Mickiewicz University, Poznan University of 

Technology and Academy of Fine Arts 
3 

Castle Cultural Centre  Community centre 3 
Source: Survey research 

 
Not only the Malta International Theatre Festival, but also the place where it is held has many 
supporters among the respondents. Malta is both a sports centre (one of the best regatta 
courses in the world) and a recreational park: there is an artificial ski run, a bathing beach, a 
bike trail, a picnic area, playgrounds, and a large ZOO. This is the place where the residents 
of Poznan spend weekends and where many cultural events, festivities and concerts take 
place. 

The second most popular creative place in Poznan is the modern shopping centre, the Old 
Brewery Trade, Art and Business Centre. Even though a multi-storey shopping mall (about 
100 000 sq m) with its shops and hypermarkets is the core of the centre, one can make use of 
other services that are on offer, like restaurants, an art gallery, concert and conference halls, 
etc. Dozens of cultural events take place there every year. Painting, sculpture and 
photography exhibitions, interesting meetings, concerts, theatrical and musical performances, 
conferences, scientific presentations and chess competitions are only some of them. It is also a 
place for many happenings and off-culture events, etc. It is a prestigious place. The building 

                                                 
2 The Scientists Night (often described as a scientific show) is held in the whole of Europe at the same time. Its 
purpose is to bring the scientists and the public closer, give them a chance to meet and cooperate during 
workshops, doing interesting experiments and having fun. One of the subjects of this event in 2007 in Poznan 
was architecture: “Architect – the city planner and creator of space”. Other thematic fields included 
Mathematics, Computer Science and New Technologies. 
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owes that partly to its architecture, which reflects its industrial past (a former brewery), and to 
many elements of unconventional modern architectural solutions. The centre has been 
awarded prizes in several architectural competitions, e.g. it was the winner of an International 
Council of Shopping Centres award in 2005. Since its launch in 2004 it has become the 
shopping and architectural symbol of Poznan, increasingly associated with cultural functions.  

A much older alternative to the Old Brewery is the Old Market, which is said to be one of the 
most beautiful markets in Europe. It is a historic place with medieval and renaissance 
architecture (the Town Hall), the tourist hub of the city, a meeting point (with over 200 
restaurants, coffee houses, pubs and clubs), and a place of numerous events, such as St John’s 
Fair.  

The third creative place is the Citadel. It is a place of a former Prussian fortress, at present – 
an extensive recreational park. One can find there a military cemetery and a museum. A few 
times a year the grounds host outdoor events such as rock concerts, religious meetings, etc. 
The Citadel is considered to have huge potential (there is no such extensive park area in any 
other Polish city) which according to the city’s residents is not being used to the full. The 
reason might be the area’s poor development (lack of tourist infrastructure). The most creative 
element in the Citadel is “Nierozpoznani” (“The Unidentified”), an installation by Magdalena 
Abakanowicz, a Poznan sculptress. Abakanowicz, one of the most popular Polish artists in the 
world, was for many years the only 'export commodity' of Polish culture. She has represented 
Polish art at many international events and she and her output is quoted in promotion 
materials presenting Polish art abroad. She is a professor at the Academy of Fine Arts in 
Poznan where she lectured from 1965 to 1990. A frequent element in her artistic work is a 
group of human figures arranged in a defined order. "The Unidentified" is an example of this 
trend. Located in the Citadel, it was done for the 750th anniversary of Poznan. Her other 
installations may be found in such prestigious places as Cologne, Hiroshima, Madrid, Paris 
and New York.  

Few respondents (3% in each category) indicated as creative such places in Poznan as the 
premises of the International Fairs, higher schools, and the Centre of Culture, which is located 
in a magnificent Prussian imperial castle (the last such building in Europe). It should be 
emphasised that the respondents did not mention new places, such as centres of alternative 
culture, technological parks etc., which seem to stay unnoticed by the residents.  

None of the respondents mentioned any creative 'virtual places' 3 such as internet portals, 
forums, or blogs often initiating artistic or media events etc. 

                                                 
3 Portals similar to an e-agora include: epoznan forum, Metropoliapoznan, Artystowska wizja aktualnej krytyki, 
EzoterycznyPoznan, and Tutej. There, one can discuss any matter and present creative ideas concerning the city. 
Many of them may be considered important forums where creative people (architects, economists, sociologists, 
designers) take the floor. 
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8 CONCLUSIONS 

8.1 Summing up the results of the survey research 

The results of the survey research allow the assessment of the attractiveness of the Poznan 
Metropolitan Region (PMR) for higher school graduates and workers of the creative 
knowledge sector, as well as the role of 'hard' and 'soft' location factors in their decisions 
concerning job-seeking and the choice of residence places. Even though the decision to settle 
down in the city is still influenced by 'hard' factors, predominantly good employment 
opportunities, it follows from the research that 'soft' factors are playing an increasingly 
important role. The overall ratings of the quality of life are mostly positive. Moreover, 
according to the majority of creative knowledge workers, the quality of life in the past five 
years has improved.  

The overall rate of satisfaction with the city is correlated with both satisfaction with leisure 
activities and satisfaction with public services. There is also a statistically significant 
interdependence between satisfaction with the city, on the one hand, and satisfaction with job 
security and overall job satisfaction, on the other. As regards satisfaction with particular 
aspects of life in the city, it should be noted that a much higher proportion of the respondents 
have a positive perception of the quality of leisure activities, while they are less satisfied with 
the quality of public services. Although some aspects of leisure activities are more enjoyed by 
knowledge workers, it is creative workers who more often make the most of these 
opportunities. It is also them who spend their leisure in more active and varied ways as well 
as take advantage of the city’s cultural opportunities more frequently. For example, creative 
workers, in particular art and media school graduates, more often meet their friends, go to 
pubs, cinemas or theatres. This group also has the highest percentage of museum and gallery 
goers. The rate of satisfaction with leisure activities is more or less the same in both basic 
groups. Both creative and knowledge workers are the most pleased with the quality of 
cinemas and shopping areas. As regards the ratings of public services, creative knowledge 
workers are the most satisfied with the quality of public transport and tourist attractions.  

The surveys have found that the city’s greatest problem for both creative workers and 
knowledge workers is the availability of affordable housing. Another grave problem indicated 
is the city’s traffic. Unfortunately, without enforcing an adequate transportation policy, this 
problem can escalate in the future, given the increasing number of car owners (the car is the 
most popular means of transportation). One of the reasons for dissatisfaction is the 
insufficient number and accessibility of cycle paths, as a result of which very few people get 
to work by bicycle.  

A surprisingly high percentage of the respondents refused to give an opinion or felt hesitant to 
confirm or deny explicitly that the city of Poznań is tolerant of ethnic and homosexual 
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minorities. Likewise, they could not provide unequivocal answers when asked if there were 
any conflicts between high- and low-income people in their city.  

As regards satisfaction with the environment, creative knowledge workers exhibit some 
distinctive traits. Most of them live in the central city – in the very centre or just outside it – 
and are satisfied with their place of residence. It gives them a sense of security and meets their 
most essential needs in terms of basic services, as well as spatial preferences connected with 
proximity to work. While choosing a specific location, they pay the greatest attention to the 
cost and size of an apartment. Of equal importance are such 'soft' factors as the atmosphere of 
the neighbourhood and the quality of the environment. However, creative knowledge workers 
are more inclined to buy properties for themselves rather than rent them. This entails smaller 
mobility, but it contributes at the same time to lower maintenance costs. The rating of the 
overall quality of life in the neighbourhood inhabited by creative knowledge workers does not 
depend on the income rate or age. Likewise, these elements have nothing to do with 
residential appeal. What primarily differentiates the investigated community is the type of 
work they perform, in other words, whether they work in the creative or knowledge-intensive 
industries. In particular, this applies to 'soft' factors which are related to the quality of the 
environment the respondents live in. Creative workers are more inclined to rate these 
elements favourably. They seem to prefer them to such 'hard' factors as, for example, 
apartment maintenance costs. There are also differences between creative and knowledge-
intensive industries regarding the form of ownership. Creative workers are more inclined to 
take advantage of flexible forms of ownership, i.e. rental. In this case, it is also age and 
income that are the determining factors – older and more affluent people more often than not 
buy apartments for themselves.  

The research helps to specify the size of and reasons for migration movements of creative 
knowledge workers living in the PMR. Among those polled, 79.5% have changed their place 
of residence moving into the PMR, whereas just 12.2% declare that they will definitely leave 
the PMR or are very likely to do so. The majority of creative knowledge workers who plan to 
stay (56.9%) are likely to contribute to the PMR’s further development. Apart from traditional 
factors such as work, 'soft' factors are becoming increasingly crucial (e.g. housing conditions 
or the society’s openness and tolerance towards other people). Creative workers, having 
higher incomes than knowledge workers, have changed their place of residence mainly within 
the PMR. Their decision to move from one place to another has been conditioned by both 
'soft' factors (having their own house, being close to their family, having private space and 
recreational facilities, having good housing conditions, contributing to local communities) and 
'hard' factors (having access to main roads and motorways, the availability and quality of 
work). Knowledge workers have lower incomes and consider different factors when wishing 
to change their place of residence, although in some cases there are certain similarities to 
creative workers in that respect. Their decisions have been influenced by both 'soft' factors 
(the place of study, openness and tolerance towards other people, housing conditions) and 
'hard' factors (access to public transport, the availability and comfort of work). The analysis 
has revealed two patterns of behaviour of the creative knowledge workers. In the case of 
creative workers, the decision to change residence is linked to a greater extent with a 
consumerist lifestyle, whereas knowledge workers are mainly motivated by the desire to 
develop their own personalities. 
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A part of the questionnaire intended was to determine Poznan’s creativity in comparison with 
other cities and to define its components (people, events, places, etc.). One might have 
expected the respondents, chosen after all as representatives of the creative sector, to know 
these issues well and, more importantly, to be fully aware of them. This thesis was not quite 
confirmed. The response rate was relatively low (often less than 50%). It shows a rather poor 
understanding of what creativity, creative sectors and creative places are. Creativity is 
frequently identified with originality, popularity, attractiveness, etc. 

The respondents were to give a critical assessment the measures taken by the city authorities 
to form or support creative sectors. They called for the following (per cent of responses): 

- improvement of the city’s infrastructure, mainly transport (12%), and Internet 
accessibility (5%), 

- increase in the quality and amount of (expenditure on) of the city’s promotion (8%), 
- increase in expenditure on culture (8%), 
- support for citizen initiatives (5%), 
- incentives for investors from the creative branches (4%), 
- improvement of the city’s tourist infrastructure (4%), 
- reduction of bureaucracy in the City Office (4%), 
- support for higher education (3%),  
- creation of enterprise incubators, technological parks (2%). 

 
The above-mentioned demands show that there is still a need for improving the city’s 
infrastructure and for creating modern spaces and activities, the deficit of which is a legacy of 
communism.  

The general results of the questionnaire survey on Poznan’s creativity can be summed up in 
the following conclusions: 

1. Poznan is perceived as a moderately creative city, as 59% of the respondents described 
the city as creative. 

2. In comparison with other Polish cities, Poznan ranks after Cracow and Wroclaw, but 
outstrips Warsaw and Gdansk. 

3. The Poznan residents indicate as creative European cities the greatest metropolises of 
the continent (Paris, London and Berlin) and Prague (before Barcelona). 

4. What is thought to be the most creative sectors in the city are cultural initiatives 
(especially theatrical and musical), while new technologies, science and design sectors 
are poorly perceived. 

5. Cyclic cultural events, such as the Theatre Festival and those related to international 
fairs are indicated as the most creative events in the city. 

6. The knowledge of creative people and institutions in the city is rather poor.  
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8.2 General assessment of the results in terms of the research hypotheses 

For the Work Packages 5 to 8, a few working hypotheses have been formulated. The results of 
the survey research allow their partial verification. 

The first hypothesis is: For creative workers the attractiveness of a metropolitan region is 
determined by consumption - rather than 'production' - related factors. This means that 
consumption-related judgements on metropolitan regions like an attractive housing stock, a 
rich offer of amenities and leisure activities and a welcoming atmosphere score higher than 
the job situation and the availability of public services.  

The survey results obtained in the Poznan metropolitan region do not show essential 
differences in the judgements of creative and knowledge workers: both groups regard 
'production'- and consumption - related factors as significant. Apart from the factors listed in 
the hypothesis, especially important to them are personal and emotional considerations, such 
as family links, social contacts, and a previously formed attachment to the place (e.g. during 
university studies). This is connected with the predominant traditional, family-oriented model 
of life and with the perception of the city and region in terms that allow the respondents to 
implement this model. It seems that in this respect the opinions of the creative knowledge 
workers (as a whole) do not depart much from those of the rest of employees. It is only 
mobile creative workers who emphasise the importance of open spaces and availability of 
leisure activities as factors significantly affecting their level of satisfaction with the city and 
its region. 

The second general hypothesis is: Creative workers have different residential preferences 
than knowledge workers. This hypothesis seems to have been corroborated, but due to 'hard' 
rather than 'soft' factors. Creative workers have higher incomes, which allows them a wider 
choice of places to live. 

The above general hypothesis is divided into several more detailed hypotheses. They are 
presented, together with their verification, in Table 8.1. A similar validity assessment of the 
hypotheses concerning working conditions is given in Table 8.2. 

As to mobility, the hypothesis that creative workers are highly mobile in their leisure time 
and in their professional assignments has been corroborated for the Poznan metropolitan 
region. 

The last working hypothesis stipulates that cities where the conditions for the creative and 
knowledge industries are most favourable often have less active innovation policy; in other 
cities where the potential looks weaker, policy is stronger. This hypothesis has not been 
corroborated for the Poznan metropolitan region; it seems, however, that the weakness of 
innovation policies is typical of the post-communist countries. An elaboration of this issue 
will be presented in the next subsection. 
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Table 8.1 - Hypotheses concerning residential preferences 
Hypothesis Verification 

status 
Comments 

Creative workers choose inner city locations more often  - In Poznan metropolitan region creative 
workers prefer locations within city 
limits, but not in the centre 
 

Creative workers’ choice of residence is more influenced by 
offer of cultural, leisure and consumption activities, 
attractive urban architecture and welcoming and tolerant 
atmosphere than for knowledge workers. 
  

+ 

Creative workers' residential choice is less influenced by 
high housing prices and discontent with public infrastructure 
than for knowledge workers. 
  

++ 

 Both these hypotheses are true because 
of income differences. Knowledge 
workers, having smaller incomes than 
creative workers, attach more weight to 
public infrastructure (including 
availability of public transport), and in 
particular to housing prices 
  

 

Table 8.2 - Hypotheses concerning working conditions 
Hypothesis Verification 

status 
Comments 

Creative workers are more satisfied with their working 
conditions than knowledge workers 

- There is no significant difference in 
assessment of satisfaction with work 
between the two groups 

Creative workers are employed on temporary contracts (or 
they are self-employed) more often than knowledge workers 

+   

Job-related aspects are less important for creative workers' 
residential choice than for knowledge workers'  
  

- Both aspects seem equally important 
for the two groups 

-    not confirmed 
+   confirmed 
++ strongly confirmed 

 
As follows from studies carried out to date (also those under the ACRE project), metropolitan 
regions tend to develop either of two profiles: based on creative industries or based on 
knowledge intensive industries. The Poznan metropolitan region belongs to the latter 
category. 

8.3 Implications for competitiveness and the current policy 

The development of the creative knowledge sector can be strengthened or weakened by 
national and urban policies. So far, less than full advantage has been taken of the possibilities 
of improving the competitiveness of the Poznan metropolitan region. There is no spatially and 
functionally cohesive policy whose objective would be the building of a creative sector in the 
city and its surroundings. A notable achievement in this field was the preparation in 2002 of a 
report on "Knowledge-based development of the city of Poznan" under the World Bank 
Competitive Funding Scheme. In the currently updated (2007) Study of the Conditions and 
Directions of the Spatial Development of Poznan City, special emphasis is put on its role as 
an academic and scientific-technological centre. The local authorities seem to ever better 
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understand that the development of Poznan as a creative and knowledge-based city will 
determine its future competitiveness in the network of the European metropolitan regions. 

An improvement in co-operation between the state, regional and local authorities and 
institutions, and between public and private sectors is fast becoming one of key challenges; 
another one is an integration of the various strategic programmes and measures. Further 
development of the creative sector will also require the strengthening of the role of cultural 
industries. The Poznan metropolitan region has many solid cultural assets and a great cultural 
heritage, but it does not make full use of its rich offer to promote culture. 

The poor promotion of the creative sectors and activities is also a conclusion emerging from 
the WP5 survey. To intensify promotion and change the way it is conducted is one of the most 
frequent suggestions (made by one in ten respondents) for the improvement of the city's 
creativity and competitiveness. The few new amenities operating in the city, such as 
technological parks, innovation centres and alternative culture centres, go unnoticed. It is 
worth noting at this point that the range of proposals addressed by the respondents to the city 
authorities is rather modest and includes - apart from the promotion issue - largely 'hard' 
factors like improvement in the city's infrastructure, especially transport, or an increase in 
expenditure on culture (in very general terms). This low 'creativity' of workers and graduates 
representing the creative knowledge sector in thinking up ways and means of improving the 
city's competitiveness is somewhat alarming. It seems, however, to be yet another legacy of 
communism, still hard to overcome. 

That is why one of the most important tasks today is an effort to make the public aware of the 
significance of the creative knowledge sector for the process of the city's modernisation and 
development. The ACRE project with its idea of Local Partnerships fulfils this invaluable role 
on two accounts:  

- first, it supplies a substantial body of knowledge about the status of creative and 
knowledge intensive industries, and 

- secondly, it performs the function of some sort of 'yeast' initiating a wide discussion 
on this subject. 

A manifestation of this growing interest is the motion (put forward by representatives of both 
the local and the regional authorities) to have the reports on the ACRE project translated and 
distributed among the councillors. 

On the other hand, a great ally in the development of the creative knowledge sector in the 
PMR can be the 'creative underground'. For the last few years there has been a discussion 
going on in the media about the city’s character, its achievements, competitiveness, elites, and 
more broadly its innovativeness and creativity. These debates move increasingly to Internet 
forums. Thus, the 'creative underground' manifests itself in the form of Internet portals like 
'creative in the Internet', 'media-wise creative', etc. This is surely a symptom of virtual 
creativity. Internet forums have become an alternative to and competition for the official 
media, traditional cultural activities, meetings, discussions about the city authorities’ activity 
and plans of development. They have also become an alternative to physical creative spaces. 
Irrespective of the number of its users, the Internet creates people and leaders whose influence 
on at least some circles will keep increasing. The conclusion is: one can observe the 
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emergence of a sector of virtual creativity in Poznan. This phenomenon, neglected or 
overlooked in the ACRE research, should be taken into account in the further stages of the 
project. This aspect is especially important in countries where social confidence in official 
structures, programmes and policies is still very low. 

8.4 Problems and limitations 

8.4.1  Selected problems with the development of the creative knowledge sector in the 
Poznan metropolitan region 

What is regarded as one of the city's disadvantages is its shortage of land for the siting of 
major investment projects. Paradoxically enough, however, this disadvantage could be 
favourable to the development of the creative knowledge sector because it does not require 
extensive investment areas. Being environmentally friendly, new creative firms can be located 
practically everywhere, also in the vicinity of green spaces. In this context, the quality of the 
city's human resources and urban milieu can be no little recompense for the scarcity of 
suitable land. What the city needs much more than extensive sites is, e.g., the promotion of 
the Poznan scientific circles and their achievements, or the systematic implementation of an 
updated strategy of development of the academic milieu and science. 

Another problem, fairly important because of its possible role in creating the urban 
environment, is the strengthening of the Poznan cultural circles. Despite its high 
attractiveness, the city can boast a relatively small number of eminent artists in comparison 
with other metropolitan regions, like Warsaw or Cracow. It is in those cities that many 
outstanding artists have ultimately chosen to live after making a successful start in Poznan; 
with its undeniable assets, the city has proved unable to keep them. This situation will not 
change, however, without determined pro-culture measures taken by the local authorities. The 
city owes whatever interesting is going on in the artistic sphere practically to the creative 
activity of a small group of people engaged in promoting spiritual culture (Verba Sacra), 
theatrical life (the 8th Day Theatre, the Travel Agency Theatre), artistic life (the Old 
Brewery), musical life (the Canor Agency and projects of the Arte Dei Suonatori Orchestra), 
and entertainment (the jazz circles). The success still enjoyed by the Malta Theatrical Festival 
cannot provide a basis for satisfaction with the city's cultural level, especially when the 
artistic events organised by Warsaw, Cracow or Wroclaw attain a world or at least a European 
range of impact. In an attempt to raise the rank of the artistic and cultural development of the 
city, its authorities are striving to secure it the title of a cultural capital of Europe. In general, 
as has already been mentioned, further development of the creative sector will require the 
strengthening of the role of cultural industries. 

A challenge of a different nature that has appeared after the 'old' EU states opened their labour 
markets to the new members is a heavy outflow of well-educated and talented young people 
seeking better job opportunities in those countries (not balanced by an inflow of creative 
immigrants). This outflow can be both, a threat to and a chance for the development of the 
creative sector in Poznan. It will become a chance if those people come back after they have 
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gained a new experience, and they will do it if on return they find comparable conditions to 
express their creativity. The building of such conditions, on the one hand attracting new 
talents and on the other preventing an outflow of the resident ones, is perhaps the biggest 
challenge facing both state and urban policies. 

8.4.2 Methodological problems and limitations 

The research has also exposed several methodological drawbacks which have influenced the 
results. We list them below in the hope of eliminating them from the future investigations. 

1. The scope of the questionnaire seemed to be too extensive and its number of questions too 
big. The pollers often reported that the respondents got tired while filling in the 
questionnaires. They also pointed out that several questions repeated themselves. 

2. In some questions the number of categories to assess was too great (e.g. in question A-24 
five categories rather than the present ten would be enough). The number of categories 
should not differ so much among questions and their verbal descriptions should be made 
more uniform. 

3. Taking into consideration the relatively small size of the sample, the above large number 
of separate categories has made it hard to attempt generalisations and show the strength of 
relations holding between the variables examined in cross-tabulation analysis. 

4. It would be useful to unify the preference vectors in similar questions (e.g. 'satisfied' 
versus 'worried') as this would facilitate the correlation analysis. 

5. What makes the analysis somewhat vague is the lack of a clear distinction between the 
'soft' and 'hard' factors. 

 
Despite those problems and limitations, it seems that the very idea of launching such a 
detailed study of factors (especially 'soft') underlying the development of the creative 
knowledge sector marks great progress on the way to a better understanding of processes that 
are still only emerging in the post-communist countries. This statement, however, leads to a 
reflection that future research should perhaps probe deeper into the dynamics of the 
emergence or development of the creative knowledge sector in the various metropolitan 
regions in order to bring out their specificity (e.g. like the fact that in the post-communist 
countries informal networks are sometimes more important than official policies). 
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APPENDICES 

Questionnaire 

Questionnaire available online:  
http://www2.fmg.uva.nl/acre/results/documents/WP5_questionnaire Poznan.pdf 
 

Tables 

Section A 

Table 1 - Time of living in Poznań (question A1) 
Responses Per cent 

Less than one year 3.0 
Between one and 2 years 1.5 
Between 2 and 5 years 13.2 
Between 5 and 10 years 16.2 
More than 10 years 66.0 
Total 100.0 
Source: Survey research 

 
Table 2 - Previous place of living (question A2) 
Type of place Per cent 

In city but other neighbourhood 35.8 
Another city in region/province/country 26.4 
Another city in country 37.1 
Outside Europe 0.6 
Total 100.0 
Source: Survey research 

 
Table 3 - Structure of responses to the question: ‘Which of the following most applies to you and your 
household?’ (question A4) 
Responses Per cent 

I wanted to live in this city and so I found employment here 26.8 
My partner wanted to live in the city so we found employment 5.7 
I live in this city because I found employment here 22.7 
I live in this city because my partner found employment here 2.6 
Not applicable 42.3 
Total 100.0 
Source: Survey research 
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Table 4 - Assessment of selected environmental aspects of the city (in per cent; question A8) 
Aspects Very good Good Average Poor Very 

poor 
Don't 
know 

Pavement condition  
of city streets and sidewalks 

0.0 5.5 32.0 34.5 27.0  1.0  

Condition/cleanliness of 
city streets and sidewalks 

0.5 18.5 40.0 27.5 13.5  0.0  

Recycling collection 
services 

1.5 20.0 34.5 26.0 13.5  4.5  

Quality of drinking water 
 

4.0 23.5 36.0 24.0 10.0  2.5  

Garbage/waste collection 
 

4.0 44.0 34.0 14.0 2.0  2.0  

Cleanliness of facilities in 
city parks 

0.0 25.0 42.0 18.0 7.5  7.5  

Traffic congestion 
 

0.5 3.0 19.2 26.3 47.5  3.5  

Availability of parking 
space 

0.0 5.0 26.0 33.5 29.0  6.5  

Availability of bicycle lanes 
 

1.5 6.0 15.1 33.7 34.2  9.5  

Noise pollution 
 

0.0 4.0 39.7 27.6 23.6  5.0  

Air pollution 
 

0.0 6.6 43.9 27.3 18.7  3.5  

Quality of playgrounds of 
city 

0.5 9.6 28.8 24.2 13.1  23.7  

Source: Survey research 

 
Table 5 - Frequency of use of public transport (question A12) 
Responses Per cent 

Never 17,9 
Once a month 16,4 
Few times a month 19,5 
Once a week 2,6 
Few times a week 11,8 
5 or more days a week 31,8 
Total 100,0 
Source: Survey research 

 
Table 6 - Number of cars in households (question A15) 
Number of cars Per cent 

None 25.1 
1 car 47.2 
2 cars 18.1 
3 cars or more 9.5 
Total 100.0 
Source: Survey research 
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Table 7 - Acceptance of the statement that Poznan is a place with tensions between people of high and 
low income levels (question A20) 
Responses Per cent 

Strongly agree 3.5 
Agree 19.6 
Neither 28.6 
Disagree 21.6 
Strongly disagree 3.0 
Don't know 23.6 
Total 100.0 
Source: Survey research 

 
Table 8 - Places of weekend stay (question A23) 
Type of place Per cent 

At Home 35.5 
In Poznan (but not at home) 41.5 
Out of Poznan but in Poland 21.5 
Don't know 1.5 
Total 100.0 
Source: Survey research 
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Section B 

Table 9 - Employment structure of the respondents’ firms (question B5) 
Number of employees Per cent 

Under 10 43.9 
10-49 24.5 
50-99 13.8 
100-149 8.2 
250-499 2.0 
500-999 1.0 
1000-1999 1.5 
2000 or more 2.6 
Don't know 2.6 
Total 100.0 
Source: Survey research 

 
Table 10 - Satisfaction with selected aspects of the respondents’ jobs (in per cent; question B9) 
Aspect Very 

satisfied 
Satisfied Neither Dis-

satisfied 
Very dis-
satisfied 

Don't 
know 

Sense of achievement from work 15.0 51.5 25.5 5.0 .5  2.5 
The scope for using own initiative 18.2 45.5 27.3 6.6 .0  2.5 
Amount of influence having over the job 18.5 51.0 22.0 4.5 1.0  3.0 
Facilities in the workplace 15.7 36.4 32.8 10.6 .5  4.0 
Intellectually stimulating aspect of the job 20.0 44.0 26.5 5.0 2.0  2.5 
Friendliness of the working environment 30.8 45.5 18.2 4.5 .0  1.0 
Training you received 10.8 24.7 31.4 12.9 4.6  15.5 
Amount of pay received 8.0 35.5 27.5 14.5 11.5  3.0 
Amount of holiday time/paid leave 10.6 38.7 24.6 13.6 6.0  6.5 
Job security 16.2 42.9 29.3 5.1 3.0  3.5 
Prospects for career advancement 11.3 31.8 35.4 11.3 4.1  6.2 
Ability to balance your professional and 
personal life 

12.6 41.4 23.2 16.7 2.0  4.0 

Ability to meet and network with 
professionals from the same field 

14.7 47.7 24.9 6.1 2.0  4.6 

Overall satisfaction with job 
 

12.6 61.1 20.2 3.0 1.5  1.5 

Source: Survey research 

 
Table 11 - Expected time of working for the present company/organisation (question B10) 
Expected time Per cent 

Less than 6 months 8.6 
Less than 1 year 6.6 
Between 1 and 3 years 26.9 
More than 3 but less than 5 years 6.6 
Between 5 and 10 years 5.1 
More than 10 years 12.2 
Don't know 34.0 
Total 100.0 
Source: Survey research 
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Section C 

Table 12 - Time of living in the present residential area (question C2) 
Time of living Per cent 

Less than 1 year 13.5 
Between 1 and 5 years 35.5 
Between 5 and 10 years 12.5 
More than 10 years 38.5 
Total 100.0 
Source: Survey research 

 
Table 13 - Structure of responses to the question: ‘Has living in this neighbourhood/area generally 
lived up to your expectations?’ (question C4) 

Response Per cent 

Yes 84.8 
No 15.2 
Total 100.0 
Source: Survey research 

 
Table 14 - Percentage of monthly income spent on rental payment (applicable only to renters; 
question C8) 
Income Per cent 

0-10 6.7 
11-20 38.2 
21-30 25.8 
31-40 12.4 
41-50 7.9 
51-60 9.0 
Total 100.0 

Source: Survey research 
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Section D 

Table 15 - Structure of the respondents’ households (question D2) 
Type of respondent Per cent 

One person 19.1 
Husband and wife/cohabiting 21.1 
Husband and wife (or cohabiting couple) with children 34.5 
Lone father/mother and child 2.6 
Husband and wife (or cohabiting couple) and other persons 4.1 
Husband and wife (or cohabiting couple) and children and others 3.1 
Two family units 1.5 
Non-family household with related or non-related persons 11.3 
Other 2.6 
Total 100.0 
Source: Survey research 

 
Table 16 - Highest level of the respondents’ education (question D4) 
Level of education Per cent 

Higher 84.5 
Secondary 14.0 
Vocational .5 
Total 100.0 
Source: Survey research 

 
Table 17 - Net monthly income after taxes (euros; question D6) 
Income Per cent 
Less than 250 11.6 
250-499 37.9 
500-749 20.0 
750-999 7.4 
1000-1249 4.7 
1250-1499 3.7 
2000-2249 .5 
2500-2749 1.1 
Don't know/refuse 13.2 
Total 100.0 
Source: Survey research 

 
Table 18 - Age structure of the respondents (question D7) 
Age Per cent 

15-24 18.1 
25-34 53.3 
35-44 13.1 
45-54 9.5 
55-64 4.0 
65-78 .5 
Refuse 1.5 
Total 100.0 

Source: Survey research 




